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ABSTRACT
This investigation examined the Cifferences between proficient
and less proficient athletes on imaging ability. Female
fieid hockey players (! = 72) fron seven college and
university level tearns participating in an indoor field hockey
tournament were administered a f8-iiem questionnaire upon
mental imagery and situations in field hockey. The
quest5-onnaire consisted of the following four sections
and respective conceptsr (a) ttre Betts Questionnaire upon
Mental Imagery (Betts QMI), which measured vividness of
general imagery, (b) field hockey inagery, which roeasured
vividness of field hockey imagery, (c) tieta hockey strategy
imagery, which measured vividness and control of field
hockey imagery, and (d) sport irnagery awareness, which assessed
athl etesr a',vareness of their use of imagery in the f iel-d
hockey si-tuation. Proficiency was determined through the
coachr s assessment of individual athletes, based on the
criteria of a rating scale. Descriptive statistics, including
means and standard deviations, wer€ calculated for skil1 and
imagery components. The data indicateil that the athletes as
a group (a) were of average skiI1 level, (b) reported high
scores of vividness of imagery, both g6neral and sport specific,
(c) reported vivid and controlled sport specifi.c imagery, anC
(d) were not aware of their use of imagery in the sport siiuation.
The data were treated with a mul-tivariate analys!-s of variance
(I\{,ANoVA) to determine differences between imaging ability
and athLetic performance. The I,{AN 0'r.A revealed no significant
differences in imaging ability between proficient and less
profic5-ent athletes, 0(1, 1, 27.5) = .2?9,! < .05. Igultip]e
regression assessed the predictive effeci of the irnagery
components on skilI. Ihe order of importance of the imagery
components to skill was (a) field hockey imagery, (U) fetts QIvlf ,
(c) sport imagery awareness, and (d) field hockey strategy
imagery. The imagery conponents accounted tor 5.4ft of the
variance, however, this did not reach statistical significance.
Results are consistent with those reported in research involving
open skil1 sports as opposed to closed ski11 sports.
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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION
Athletic behavior has not usually been.refe_rrqt 
-!S-eS-
intelligent behavior. An athl-ete r,;ith exceptional skills is
adnired and respected, but athletic intelligence is more often
considered "motor educability" (McCloy, 1940). The research
results concerning intelligence levels and motor perforrnance
have been consistent (S'tart, 1960; Vanek & Cratty, ]-9?O),
suggesting that perhaps there are other aspects of human
ability to be explored, and that intelligence needs to be
redefined, especiall-y in terms of motor performance (MaLroney,
1979; McCloy, !940 i Singer, 19?5),
Intelli.gence is o::Iy cne factc:' ir-volveci i-n athl-eiic
perforrnance and dces nct irr iiself ceterrrr:ne su.ccess, Ii_9.r.9v_er,
the cognitive skifls in athletic performance should-not be
rui-ed out,. especially since suggestions have been made con-
cerning the redefinition of intelligence (Fincher, 79?5).
An influential figure in the area of redefining intelli-
gence was Thurstone (1926) who designated and developed 12
factors of abstract intelligence. Nir:e of these factors vrere
expanded by l,icCloy (19+C) in the area of motoi' educabil-ity,
and included number facility, v"ord fluency, visualization of
spaiial relationships, nenory, perceptual speed, in<iuction'
Ceciuction, verbal reasoning, a::d restz'ictive lhinking' all of
2
'"'a-ich are applicabre tc the concepi of athfetr.c inteltigence.
In an article by jensen (1921), it was suggested that
asscciative learning and abstract reasoning vrere the two lever-s
of nental processes that exist, labeiled iel,el I a::d Leve1 II,
respectively. Tests for associative learning included digit
span tests, vrhile tes.cs for abstract reasoning includeC non_
verbal inielligence tests. The distinction betv;een the two
appears to have significance to education in relation to the
subjects taught and the method of teaching. In addition, when
individuals are presented with a L,evel I or level II task,
they will complete the task according to their proficiency in
each level presented, suggesting thai different cognitive
styles are present in individuals.
Gazzaniga, Bogen, and Sperry (1959) suggest a simil_ar
:'el-ationship amorrg cognitive ski1Is, ho',,;eve:', iheir
rr--'!3r'p:eiation is one of tre sp!-it-brain concept. -After
.surgicaily disconnecting the right and left cerebral
hemispheres at the corpus collosum of epileptic patients, they
conducted psychological tests on the individuals. They found
that each hemisphere appears to have its ovrn functions,
completely divorced from the other hemisphere and mediated by
the ccrpus coll-osurn. The rigl-t hemisphere appears to be
capable of nonverbal task.s, such as imaging and spatial
a1'.Er€rresS, v,'hereas the left hemisphere appears to be eoncerned
r';iti. verbal activities including speech and writing. For
exanple, in a blind situation, an apple placeci in the subject's
ri6i,t hand (as opposiie sides of the bcdy are mediateC by the
3
opposite side of the brair:) cannoi 'oe identified in a split-
brain patient, However, r,,'h en asl,:eri to pick out the apple
from a series of objeets, the patient does so without error.
In L973, Fincher (a9?6) discusseci the implications of the
right hemisphere in athletic ski11s viith Gazzaniga, Bogen, and
Sperry. They suggested that a link between the two would
provide insight into athletic pe:'formanc:, and offer further
support for the redefinition of intel-ligence to include the
nonverbal ski]1s associated with the right hemisphere of the
brain. The emphasis has been to assess the left half of the
brain with intelligence tests (verbal and nathematical), whereas
little has been done to educate and/ or assess the right
hemisphere (Fincher, 19?6i Garrett, L9?6i McCallum & Gl-ynn,
a9?9).
Si-nger'r(19?J) presented the concept of cognitive processes
in human performance and argued for a motor quoiient to asse-ss
the relationship between physicai and mental- states. t{?l""gl
(19?9) also linked the concept of cognitive skills and athletic
performance, asserting that self-efficacy' arousal' attentional
focus, and imagery have important implications to athletic
performance.
In a9?.2, Seamon and Gazza iga conducted a study on short
term recognition tasks where subjecis vrere given relational
imagery and rehearsal of tii f f erent coding strategies with
probes to the right and left hemispheres. For vi.sually coded
information, using imagery, subjects produced significantly
faster reaction times for probes to the right hemisphere than
+tc the l-eft. Conversely, verbafly co<ieci infor.rnation resufted
in fasier reaction times to the lefi heiriisphere. As a result,
Seamon and GazzaniCa (19?3) suggested that taterality effects
are functionally related to coCing strategies and they argued
for the inclusion of imagery or generated visual infornation
as part of the visual_ processing system,
Therefore, the field of athletics and physical- eCucation
can look to the fields of psychology and psychophysi ology in
an effort to define and. establish athletic performance as
intelligent behavior worthy of research. This investigation
will hopefully provide some insight into these and related
areas.
Scope of Problem
Research is needed to provide un<ierstanding into cognitive
processes and athl_etic perforrnance. As sport beco:ties t:.cre anc
nore an integral part of the lives of v,,onen and men, insight
into the cognitive processes that effect athletic performance
can serve to maximize athletic perfcrmance. The present
investigation pertains to the cognitive process of imagery as
it is related to right hemispheric function and athletic
performance.
A paper and pencil questionnaire concerning mental imagery
and situations in field hockey v;as administered to female field
hockey players (U = ZZ) attending the University of
Connecticut's First Annual Field Hockey Tournament, tn 79?9.
The questionnaire consisted of the following four parts:
(a) Betts Questionnaire upon Mental Inagery (Betts ei'II), to
Ceternine general viviciness of irnager5, (Richardson, 1969),
(l) flefa hockey imagery, designed to measure vividness of
imagery in the fietd hockey situation, (c) field hockey
strategy imagery, desiqned to measure vividness and controf of
imagery in field hockey situations, and (d) sport imagery
aviareness, designed to assess the av,.areness of athletes' use
of imagery in field hockey, The questionnai.re was administered
in its entirety, vrith each of the four sections addressing a
specific characteristic of imagery, from general to sport-
specific (Appendix A). Proficiency of athletic performance
vras determined by a coach's evaluation of each athlete according
io a rating scale (Appendix B). From this information
athletes were divided into proficient (top thira) and less
proficient (bottom third) athlete s.
Differences in i-maging ability betv;een the proficiency
groups viere assessed brv nultivariate analysis of variance
(IIANOYA). Stepwise multiple regression analysis 'i,,,a s used to
ascertain the additive effects of the four imagery components
on predicting field hockey proficiency.
Statement of Problem
This investigation addressed the question of differences
betrveen proficient and less proficient athletes on imaging
ability utilizing l2 coLlege and university J-e'rel female field
hockey players. Specifically, the iifferences betvreen general
and sport-specj-fic imagery (questionnaire scores) arrd athletic
proficiency (coaches evaluations) were exa.mined between
subjects grouped as proficient and less proficient athletes '
6Theoretical Hvpotheses
In this investigation it was h1'pothesized that imaging
ability is inteLligent behavior in sport perforrnance and that
proficient athletes will have more vivid and control-Ied sport
specific images than less proficient athletes. Imagery,. then,
could be considered a predictor of athletic perforrcance and an
important component of athl-etic perfornance. As a resuft,
srort specific inventories could be r,iilized to assess imaging
abiJ-ity, and thus athletic performance. In ad<iition, it is
hypothesized that there will be differences between gener_al
and sport-specific imagery, with sport-specific imagery being
the most prominent predictor of athletic ski11.
Assumptions
The foltowing assumptions vrere made and accepted in the
lnit:.al siages of the investigation:
1. . The four parts of the quesiionnaire u.pon inental
.imagery and situations in field hockey were accurate measures
cf imaging ability in fietti hockey siiuations.
2. The self-report measure approach was an accurate
measure of the generaf and specific abil-ities of imagery that
xere investigated.
3, The coaches' evaluations v;ere accurate measures of
each athlete's athletic proficiency.
4. Each of the athletes were able to evaluate the images
present in thenselves vrith a substantial degree cf accuracy.
Definition of Te:'ms
the fo1lo'',r,ing definitions vrill- serve to clarify terms:
?1. The Betts Questicnnaire U:on i,iental Inaaerv (Eetts
AUU, fhis is a shortened, 35-iten version of the original
Ij0-item standard questionnaire designed to measure vividness
of mental- images in individuals according to the modalities of
visual, cutaneous, kinesihetic, ol-fa3tory, guStaiory, auditory,
and organic irnagery (Richardson, 7969; Sheehan, 196?a),
2, The questionnaire upon mental imagery and situations
in field hockev. This 7B-item questionnaire was designed
specifically for this study to measure general and sport
specific imaging ability. The four parts of the questionnaire
assess general imaging ability, vividness of field hockey
imagery, vividness and control of field hockey imagery, and
athletes' awareness of their use of imagery in field hockey.
3. Imagine abilitv. Thg abillty to have mental pictures
(Sarbin & 
"ruhasz, 19?O ) .
L. 
.ithleie, Those femates v;ho viere menbers of the field
hockey teams participating in the indoor tournament at the
University of Connecticut in Storrs, Connecticut on Aprll 22,
'1 oto
5. Proficient athletes. Those athletes ranked in the top
third of the field hockey proficiency ratings by the coachesr
5, Less proficient athletes. Those aihletes ranked in
the bottom third of the field hocke;r proficiency ratings by
the coaches.
De limi t at i ons
The i'oI1owing delimitations r';ere esiablished as guidelines
and boundaries by vihich this investigation v,'as conducted:
Bi, The subj=cts participating in the stuoy y:e:'e fenafe
fisfd hockey players who participated in the indoor field
::ccke1,r t ourna;nent held April 22, 1979 at the University of
C onne cti cut .
2, The questionnaire upon mental imagery and situations
:-n fiei-d hockey was used for the first time in this study as
a iestj,ng tocl for mental- imagery in the fieid hockey situation.
3, The coaches' evaluatj-ons of the athletes' athletic
ski11 v:ere the sole measures of field hockey proficiency,
4, The field hockey specific inventory was constructed
along ihe gui<ielines and constraints of the Betts QMI and
Gorion's Test of Visual Imagery Control- (TVIC).
Limitations
As a result of the preceding delimitations, the iollovring
liriia:iors apply to this investigation:
i, lhe resu.iis apply tc femaie fi-el-ci hoche)' players,
',,hcse experience covers a vride spectrum of conpeiitive styles
ar:d skill level-s.
2, The validity of the sport-specific imagery question-
laire 'v,'as not determined,
3, Coaches' ratings were accepted at face va1ue, hovrever'
-ine vat idity anC reliability viere not determined.
4, The modes of imagery ir-cluded in ihe spori-specific
:r:ventory (visual, kinesthetic, auditory' cutaneous, olfactory,
i:gznLc, and gustatory imagery) may noi all be as relevant
Tc "ihe sport situa'tion as visual, kinesthetic, and auditory
i-r,agery appear to be.
Chapter 2
REVIEW OF L]fEP,ATURE
Intelligence has traditionally been considered in terns
of verbal abilities, quantitative abilities, and the capacity
for abstract reasoning. Recent research, holrever, has argued
fcr the inclusion of nonverbal capacities in a wcrking
definition of intelligence and the processing of information.
Discussions concerning intelligence and the cognitive processes
involved in the integration and eventual translation of
information into behavior incorporates ideas and research frcxl
ihe fields of neurophysi ology, psych ophysi o logy, and educa-
tional psychology (..9., creative behavior). The information
corcerni::g intelligence -5hat is synthes'izeC fron these areas
can be appl-ied to more focused areas of research, specifical ly
the idea of sport intelligence.
Central to the idea of sport intelligence is the model
of information processing as proposed by the prominent Russian
psychologist, l.uria (cited in Jarman, 1978). His model
consists of external input, sensory regulatj-on, central
processing, and output. According to this nlodel-' stimuli may
be processed uhether presented as a v;hofe, as is done in the
spcrt situation, or in a suecessive manner, as in reading a
bock.
The intention of this review is to relate the concepts of
o
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central processing and output lvith ;he concept of intelligent
sport behavior, as proposed by Fincher (1975) and McCloy
(1940). Specifically, the review intemelates the areas of
intelligence and the split-brain concept, the nature and
function of imagery and relateC cognitive processes, and
imagery and sport. Refevant infornation, testing procedures,
and the application of the topic to the sport situation are
presented in each section.
Intellieence and Lateralizationr The Sp1it-brain
Intelligence is defined by V'rebster's Dictionary (1971) as:
"the ability to use vrith awareness the mechanism of reasoning
whether conceived as a unified intellectual factor or as an
aggregate of many intellectual abilities" (p. 1174).
Thurstone (1926) suggested thai in'cell-igence recognized
the focal point of inpulses of infori-,ration d:-lring the early
siages of formation. He partic'r.iiariy recognized the abil-i;y
.to anticipate an experience that was not perceptually present,
a concept that is related to ihe natu:'e of imagery, and the
ability to have mental pictures of stinruli that are not
perceptually Present.
With respect to intelligence and cognitive behavior,
K leinnan (L9??) related cognition and intelligellce to rnovement
by explaining cognition as the iniiial stage of the motor task'
Once a stimulus is presented, the information is processed by
the brain through the cortexr resuiting in muscular action and
rnovement. The stimufus may take the forn of visual or verbal
information and efficiency in processing the stimuli is
11
<iependent upon the individuaf's capacity to perceive anC
integrate visual and verbal inforrnation through cognitive
processes.
A history of brain mechanisrns in movement can be found in
Evarts (L973), beginning with John Hughlings Jackson, a British
neurologist, vrho prcposed in 1870 that the brain was a sensory
motor machine with sensation and movement centers. That same
year Gustave Theodore Fritsch and Eduard }iitzig of Germany
provided experimental support for Jackson's theory by reporting
that electrical stinulation of a region of one hemisphere of a
dog's brain resulted in muscular contractions in the opposite
side of the dog's body. In 1874, Roberts tsartholomew isolated
the motor cortex of the brain, and betv,'een 1900 and 1920,
Charles Sherrington drevr attention to the technological
r initatlons cf research cor:re:'ning brai:i nechanisns and nove-
nent u.p to that point. Sherringion further proposed thai the
.cornbination of psychology and experimental physiology would
furnish information for the brain and movement area of research.
Lack of technological sophisticaiion prevented this
cornbination fron being pursued for approxinately J0 years
(Evarts , I9?3). However, in 1954' Sperry addressed the concept
of ihe mind-brain problem and expressed the need for under-
st€"nding the relat:-onship betvreen the eonstruct of the nind
and physiological functions of the brain. Iie speculated that
future psychological and physiological research in the area
t{ou l d incorporate neural processes.
By attaching electrodes to the brain of a chimpanzee'
t2
E;arts (!973) supportec the idea that deeper a:"eas of the brain
ar:e involved with the conirol .of muscles by plotting the
integration of a motor pathway through the coriex, cerebellum,
basal ganglia, thalarnus, and back to the notor cortex. This
of:'ers further support for the point presented previousl-y
relating cognition, intelligence, i.ndividual perceptual, visual
and verbal capacities io movenent (Kleinman, 79??). Once a
stimulus is presented, the infornnation is processed through
the motor pathways of the brain, accord!.ng to individual
capacitiesr and movemer:t results; this demonstrates one
relationship between mental and motor activity (Sperry, l9?l).
Gazzaniga (196? ) reported that serious investigation into
henispheric specialization began in the early 1950's v,'hen tests
were conducted on a cat vrhose.2 cerebral henispheres had been
s -lr:gically disccnnectec ai ihe corpus co l losu.i-. Q,restioris
',;ere raised concerning ihe r ole of the ccrpus co] ]osurn in
.r'el-ation to the integraiicn of inforr:ation and the independence
of each hemisphere. With respect to human subjects , Gazzani1a,
Bogen, and Sperry (1959) utilized the technofogical advances
availabfe and reported findings concerning surgical disconnec-
tion of the right and l-eft cerebral hemispheres of the brains
ai the corpus collosum of tvlo epilepiic indiviCuals. Through
blcck design tests, dravrings, and crher simple tasks' they
found that interaction between the herrispheres was disrupted,
prcducing functional dis'curbar:ces. Hoviever, ihe epilepsy did
not spread from one he:isphere to the other'. Speech and
.,,:r'iting abilities appeared to be regulated by the left
L)
herisphere. Yisual- infornaiion and perceptual_ activiiies did
not transfer between hemispheres and did not influence the
oiher hemisphere as both individuafs failed to integrate right
and left visual fields in various testing procedures. The
left hand demonstrated superiority in different simple tasks
involving drawing and reproduction of designs, suggesting that
visu.al- acuity is primarily a function of the right hemisphere.
In contrast, the left hemisphere had the capacity to process
sPeech and vrriting.
ln 1973t Seamon and Gazzaniga tested cerebral laterality
effects and coding strate€ies of information. Utilizing words
and images, six subjects vJere exposed repeatedly to verbal and
visual- coding strategies and had memory probes placed on each
hemisphere. Rehearsal of verbal behavior resulted in signifi-
ca:-iiy faster reaction ilne in ihe lejt he:isphere updn sii:,,uIus
r':cognition. Imagery reheareal resufied in s:-gnificantly
.faster reacti-on times to the right hemisphere upon stimulus
recognition. From iheir results, Seambn end, Gazzaniga (19?3)
concluded that the right and left hernispheres of the brain are
functionally related to specific coding strategies. The left
has the capacities for speech and verbal processing, whereas.
tl:e right processes mainLy visual or nonverbal information.
:-:oii'ever, the visuai capaciiies of the right hemisphere and ihe
.;erbaf capacities of the left hemisphere are not entirely
riiscrete in their functions. 0n the basis of this discussion,
Seamon and Gazzaniga (19?3) argued that irnagery (visual infor-
:raiion) be includeC as an information coding alternative to
14
\/eroai mediation in co6nitive processes. The brain has
nonrrerbal as v;e11 as verbal capaeities that should be
ccnsidered in intelligence and information prccessing, with
the language of the l-eft and right henisphere being verbal
anci nonverbal (e.g., imagery), respeciively.
Mediati-on of information betv;een hemispheres was shown
to be a function of the corpus collosum (Gazzaniga, l)lZt
Gzzzaniga, Bogen, & Spemy, 1969). Gezzaniga et a1 . (1959)
reported that the corpus coliosum was inportant in the
nediation of responses involving the direction of sensory
input to one hemisphere and the prir,rary motor control to the
other. In \972, GazzanLga presented ihe view that research
pertaining to the corpus collosum related the iependence of
n:-gher mental functions or: the cerbral cortex. Thus, the key
:: unCerstarding i::e funciions cf tl:e b:'ain seerrs to lie in
rire corFus collosuri, tr,e iart of the srain thai 'uransri'is
.inforrnation between the right and left hemispheres and, thus,
is responsible for integrating the nonverbal and verbal
capacities cf the brain.
l,;ith respect to intelligence, Fines (19?3) proposed that
enlhasis in human capacities has revolved around the verbal or
left he;risphere with littl-e or no attention paid to the non-
verbaf o:' right hemisphere of ihe brain and the question of
hcvr io rneasure or educate its capacities. Discussions
concerning the capacities of the right henisphere have also
inctuded the suggestion of mental imagery as the language of
ihe righi hemisphere and its application to the creative
t5
prccess (Dodcs, L9?B i forish, 1978; Fincher, 1975 i Garrett,
!9?6i ltlcCallum & G1ynn, l9?9). In 19?6, Garrett pointed out
that creativity encompassed verbat as well as nonverbal
caD"ci.*ies. Information v;as considered to be coded both
verbally and nonverbali-y into memory, hovrever, the question
!,'as raised as to whether verbal and nonverbal functions were
aiternated in the coding of information. Garrett (79?5)
suggested that play, .like art or <iance, is creative behavicr
and that in play unique differences are joined together for a
connon goal , crossing social and cultural barriers. For
exarlple, the expl-oits of Rudolf Nureyev, Dorothy Hamilf, and
Ludr.;ig van Beethoven viere offered to emphasize different forns
and sources of creative behavior in dance, sport, and music.
Incubation plays an important rol-e in creative problem
sci-.-ing, ani creative aehavior because it acts as a precursor
rc creativiiy (Gcuan, l-978; Gurlfcra, 1979). ?hrcu.gh tne
iheory of incubation, nevJ ideas have iime to emerge as the
rnind continues to work on a problen even though it appears
that activity has stopped. Therefore, incubation assists in
creative Problem solving.
|_oig f Y ? a ) 1e 1i ew 9 a tirg_.f 9!9.119 !1t i o LS! i_P _9"f im?Eeil_.
and creativity and suggested -"1,"I- ilgeq"f rra1l or_ma] not
iac:litate creative thought, depending upon the personality
orientatj-on and cognitive style of i[e individual. Undoubtedly'
there are o'rher variables involved with imagery and creativity
such as tne quati;y a::d ccntent of the inage:'y, but Forish
( f-9?8) chose to deal exclusively with person variables-' He
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a-sl su6gesteo the possibiliiy of sex differences involved in
i::agery and creativity, vrhich should be considered irt dis-
cussions concerning imagery and creativity,
The progression of the discussion up to this point has
o:fered support for the cognitive process of imagery as a
necessary and vital aspect of creative ihought. This has been
done by interrelating the areas of intelligence, hemispheric
capacities, and creativity. The rest cf this section outllnes
the parameters of hemispheric spe ciali zatj- on, addresses the
question of individual differences in motor behavior, relates
the split-brain concept to spcrt, and presents the problems
an<i conplexities of hemispheric speciali-zation theories.
I{cCa11urn and Glynn (1979) addressed the question of
he::,ispheric speeiaiization and creative behavior by ideniifying
a:: i:sc:'ib j. r'-g ire functions cf r eft anx ri3:: renispheres,
l:'.e iefi.lenispnere vras a'ctributed :he capacities of abstract,
.a::a1ytical , 1ogicaI, verbal , and temporai thought. The right
hemisphere was attributed the capacitres of aesthetic, holistic,
spatial-, visuaf, iniuitive, inaginal , and nonverbal thought,
,';r:ch a1i have apparent significance in the athletic situation,
Wi.th respect to the sport situation, Fincher (!9?5)
cc:.luareo elite to non-eIite athletic behavior and suggested,
c=void of ihe variables traoiiionaiiy associaied i,;ith enhancing
c:' interfering viith intelligence' that perhaps the ability
iac:ors separaiing an elite athl-ete fror,i an average player are
ri'. e :--onve:'ba1 capacities each inciividual possesses, such as
ir.e ones cutlined by McCallun and Giynn, and reported above.
I?
i','iren, Coop, anci Sheehan (1978) extended the idea of
nonverbal capacities and applied the spl!.t-brain concept to
ihe game of go1f. They referred. to the left and the right
hernisphe:'es as the "analyzer" and "i::tegrator," respectivell',
I'Le right and left hemispheres demo:-:strated the sarne qualities
outlined by McCallum and Glynn (19?9), providing a practieal
appr ication of those capacities to ihe game of golf in order
to aid in the understanding of performance and help to maxinize
an individu.al's performance.
Ga11v;ey (19?4) provided a simitar theoretical application
to the gane of tennis by establishing the concepts of "SeIf 1"
and "SeIf 2" in relation to perfornance in tennis. The te::ms
referred to the "Se1f" as the instructor and the performer,
r'espectivelyr dnd focused on the player performing. rather ti.an
z.:-zi.yzirg skil-1s in orce:' io iraxinize perfornance,
-\*-) H=rtiZel (L953) dre'rr atte:-it:-on io phitosopries oi his
.archery teacher, Idaster Kenzo Av,,a, also a Zen master, by
relating the ideal of " self-forgetfulness, " I'lhen this is
attained, "man thinks, yet he does not think" (p. 60).
Herrigel's inierpretation seems to b: the transcedence of
one's concrete experiences by letting intuition anC imagery
guide movement and <iecisions ccncerni.ng novement, avoiding
para.l-ysis by analysis, and 31Iov;ing the opportuniiy for. mcve-
neni to "fIovr. " Ii{ovement, then is directed by ncnverbal ,
iniuitiver spatial, and inagery related processes. Awareness
ci the iunctions of these processes can lead to better under'-
s-uanding of nonverbal behavior and intell-igence and how to
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Just as indi.viduals differ in IQ, individual-s differ in
tr.eir capacities fcr movement and integration of movernent
inforrnation, making it important to consider the implications
ci :-ndiviciual differences to nonverbal intelligence. The
3.ncept of ind.ividual differences in notor perfor:',ance is
prese:rted as being intra- as viel1 as intervariable in terms of
:>:p-aining human behavior (Grose, 7967 i Henry, 197Ci i.4arteniuk,
!969), ?ractice makes an individual- less variable (Grose,
i96?), Thus, in order to predict motor performance, an average
sco:'e of consecuiive responses neeCs to be taken for an
.ccurate evaluation of ihe performance of an individual
(l,l"rteniuk, 1959), Thus, a person is variable in motor
;=::iornance bui the variabitity can be reduced through practice.
.-?larrct a:'rC i'-l>:se Ii (!9?9) addr':ssed the c_uestion of
::-i:r'ii',:ar dlfferer.ces in skiIi, ne::tal rei,re s 3ntaii ons (e 'g' ,
r:a;ery), and nanipulation of spatial forms (control of
inagery). They pointeC out that imagery is multi dinensi onaL
a:-d that individuals vary within those dimensions. In order
:c :cniirn certain relationships ccncerning ihe dimensions of
i:--agery, r'esearch is needed in the form of self-report
i';.e sticrlaires, spatial abiliiy tests, and performance taslis
i:--io t::e vividness, corrtrol, habituaf user Br:G spaiial ability
ci :nag,er in indivi<iua1s (Idarks , l9??),
The .r,:;iious di-mensions of hunan irrtefligence <iemonstraie
i:s co:plexity as a construct. This parsirnonious presentaiion
:i 
-iterature ltas intended to present nonverbal behavior as
I9
in-ce1[gent, creative, and worthy of i'esearch. Hovrever,
examining intelligence in a new light is not without its
probiems. The theories and research rel-ated to hemispheric
capacities are also complex as the hemispheres are not
sntirely discrete in their specializations. In t9?0, Gazzaniga
observed that the right hemisphere is capable of some simple
verbal activiiy. VIith brain lesioned children, he observed
that each hemisphere processes and records some verbal
information. 7n 19?6, Hannay reported sex differences in
hemispheric functions. She observed that, in fanrilial right-
handed females, ihe right hemisphere served more verbal
functions and the left hemisphere served rnore nonverbal
functions than in right-handed males. Sex differences were
also found by V/itelson (19?5).between 200 boys and girls ages
5 -"c t3. Bo;'s pe:f crreed a task cor-:i- sterit l.:ith righi
irenisi:i-eric special ization as early as age 5, uhereas gi-l'is
.shovred bilateral representation until- age 13, suggesting a
sexual dimorphism in neural developnent.
1" summary, the literature concernj,ng intelligence and
hernispheric specialization addresses the idea that the
capacities of the right hemisphere generally concern nonverbal ,
creative behavior, whose "language" is imagery. Individuals
va:'y in capacitles for roovenent, ir,agery, and creativity.
Hovlever, right hemispheric function has been presented in
ierms of nonverbal behavior and should be considered in a more
acconodating definition of human capacities.
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I;:asarv, ii:encrv, anc Veabai ii:ed.iation
'\ For the purposes of this discussion, inagery is eidetic
inagery, v;hose function is to preserve, repeat, efaborate, or
i::tensify an individual's experiences to perfect responses to
stimuli (Akter, 79??), This interpreiation vril1 becone impor-
tant v,,hen it is applied to the sporr experience as a source of
creative thought. To u.nderstand the research concerning
ir.agery in recent yea.rs, a history of inagery is in order, A
l.istory of thinking in mental pictures can be found in Sarbin
and Juhasz (1970), and a review of mental practice can be found
in Pichardson (196?a, L96?b). This discussion vri11 begin with
3etts (i909).
In his classic study of imagery, Betts (1909) assessed
voluntary and spontaneous imagery through direct i:ttrospection.
3pc::ta::eous i:.-"-g:r'y v.'as assessed in 12 different e:,:pe :'inents
i:,vo-r;i::g mu.sic, l-ite:'atu.re, differer:ii iorr"^ o: ihi-nkrng,
objects, shapes, and colors. Voluntary iinagery rr,as assessed
ihrough a self-report questionnaire of vividness of irnagery
along the modes of visual, kinesihetic, cutaneous, auditcry,
ol-factory, organic, and gustato:"f iragery, The questionnaire
r,,'as used in four dif ferent experi:nents 
' 
with sub jects including
Ccrneli University stuients (2 expelir,ents), Teacher's College
siucenis (l- experimer:t), and trainei !s;'chologists (1 experi-
nent). The qrrestionnaire orrginally ccnsisted of 5J questions
ar ong the seven modes of imagery and eventually evolved into a
i5C-item ques'cionnaire cal1ed the Betts Questionnaire upon
I,lenial l:nagery (aetts Qlif ) . The fi:"s'i questionnaire utilized
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five oegrees of ciearness anC vivii::ess, and the succeeding
studies enployed seven de6rees of vividness and clearness,
ranging from one (vivid, clear images) to seven (no image at
Ceriain ccnclusions v,,ere reached relative to the questions
used: (a) vividness of imagery was less for the trained,
oIder, more experienced psychologisis, vrhile the y.ounger,
untrained coJ-1ege students reported inore vi.,,id, clear images i
(b) individual differences were foun<i chiefly v;ith vividness
and clearness of images and not with the ability to image,
as only five indi-viduals failed to report any imagery;
(c) voluntary imagery was clear' vivid, and equally distributed
on a1l- ihe mories of imagery and not only along the visual mode
as \ras previously thought; (d) there v"as a wide and even
distr:-bu*uion of the por'ter of imager;' amcng the differer:t iypes
of inagery, suggestir:g inat ihere are no inagery types, no
.individuais v,'h o were more "ear-minded" or "eye-minded"; and
(e) no apparent correl-atiorr was found between ability in
voluntary imagery and ability in college studies. Comparing
the results of the experinents on voluntary imagery with
spontaneous imagery, Betts (1909) concluded that people can
conmand a wider range of imagery than they normally use in
eyerycay thinking. iiiental imagery has some funciion in the
derreloprnent of content in speech and language, but the inpor-
tance and exient is uncfear.
Sheehan (!96? a) devised a shorrened form (35 items) of
the Betts QMI , r+hich incfud.ed the sane nodalities of the
ori6inal- 1JC-item questionnai:'e. VaJ_!_dity r,;a s esiabl-ishe<i
between the long and short fornis of the questionnaire, with
a Pearson r of .78 (Sheehan, L95?b), yalidity v,.as also
established by \rrhite, Sheehan, and Ashton (19??) between the
Betts QniI and the Gordon Test of Visual Imagery Control
(TVIC ) with a coefficient of .88 for coitege students and
,95 for" university professors. The TVIC, vrhich is an assess-
merlt of control of mental inagery (11'hite & Ashton, 19?Z ) , rvas
found to be a multidimensi onal measure of corrtrol of imagery
(Ashton & White, l9?4), with the dinensions being movement,
color, misfortune, and stationary. itlhen these Cimensions were
compared vrith the seven modes of the tsetts QMI , there was
loading on the same factors, but the construct validity of the
Betts Qi'!I and ihe TYIC v,'as sii l1 questionable ('ilhite & Ashton,
: crr)
In 1913, ii:atson, a leadilg psyci'rologist v;ho 'rras io beccme
-Iinown as the father of behaviorism, called for the rejection
of meffial imagery as a focus in psychoiogieal research, and
steered research tovra:'ds behavior as a more appropriate pursuit,
Thus, mental imagery v,'as pushed to the background. It has only
been in this past decade that imagery has re-emerged as the
object of serious inquiry in research. Attention j.n this
revier,; has centerec on imagery as a:: :ntelligence l'ariable and
its associati-on with hemispheric speci- ali zati on. Vlith respect
to ihe characteristics of imagery, Richardson (1959) offered a
reasonable overview of imagery with the salient characteristics
bei,ng as foll-ows:
a1
(a) all those quasi-sensory or quas i -perceptual
experiences of which (b) vre are se l-f-c onsci ous Iy
aware, and vrhi ch (c) exist for us in the absence
of those stimulus conditions that are known to
produce their genuine sensory or perceptual
counterparts, and which (d) may be expected to
have different consequences from their sensory or
perceptual counterparts. (p, 2)
Since 1913, imagery rvas rejected as a subject of
scientific inquiry, however, in this past decade it has
re-emerged in research investigations. It is easier to describe
imagery than to account for it (Koss1yn & Pomerantz, l9??) as
vividness and control are not clearly differentiated constructs
(L.,ane, 1977). Different methods have been used in assessing
j- rit ernal- representations. Ernesi (19?7) prcvided a critical
re vier,,' of inagery abiliiy anC cogniiion over the last i0 years,
.citing three general approaches to imagery assessment. These
included (a) pe:rformance measures, (b) spatial tests, and
(c) self-ratings (e.8., the getts QIiI). The relative merits
of the different methods of measure:nent vrere explored and
constrasted. It was concluded that imagery control seems to.
be an important etement in predicting cognitive behavior, and
measures of imagery vividness vary in predicti-ve power.
The follovring are examples of assessment meihods for
inragery as outlined by Ernest (19?7) ano their application in
re search .
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Je:'ior:arce ir-easures
Shepard and Chipman (!97O) evaluated internal representa-
tions through the use of tv,'o decks of cards constructed with
;h-e r.ar,e s or shapes of l-5 states of the United States paired
on the cards. Seven graouate students r.anked in order of
sinilarity the deck containing the names of ihe states and
fcllowed the same procedure for the deck of cards containing
the pictures of ihe states. The result v,'as a correlation of
individual with group rankings ot ,55 to .85. Shepard and
Chipman (7970) concluded that a rel-ationship existed between
internal representations and their corresponding external
Sxatial- Te sts
A test of mental inagery.fcr irrtel,l-igent spatial transfor-
:a:iclr,'as devised by Shepard and I;ictzler (!9?L), r,'iro pressnteC
a rask of mentally folcing ihe sides of a series of flattened
paper figures into three-dimensional- objects. The findings
in<iicaied that the more rnental folding need.ed, the more tirne
r.ras needed io complete the task. A sinilar study was devised
by Shepard and Feng (i-9?2) invotving mental paper folding.
Su.bjects tried as quickly as possible to decide vihether iwo
a:'r?\{s, each rnarkeri on an edge of a iifferent part of 'a square 
'
'.:cu-ici or would not neet if the squares i;ere fol cied into cubes.
fhe ti-me required to make the decisions increased from 2 to 15
seoonds as the sum of the squares involved in each fold was
ir:creased to form the cubes, denonstratlng that different
:ethods are used to evaluate nental 5-magery through spatial
al
:e:--s.
Self-ratings
Hughes (ir9?6) sturiied performance and sel-f-rating methods
.for assessing visual imagery vividress. The investigation
involved 8J subjects \rho atier,pted a series of block <iesign
tasks after hearing the <iesigns verbafly described on tapes.
?he subjects were also given qu.esiions on techniques used to
remember block arrangements, The questions included Betts QMI
and open-ended items. Those performing most accurately on the
block design tests tended to be indj.viduals viho performed best
on a test of spatial relationships, suggesting a relaiionship
ceiv,'een irnagery and spatial abi-1ity. These findings seem to
indicate the usefulness and meaningfulness of self-:'spcrts of
inagery.
'rJrii:, Sheehan, z.:,: Asntc:: (l-97?) :e '.-.gr::: a..c 3-.-al-;:t3d
--:h: najcr self-r'epo:i ;easures of i:--.a€e:'y, irrclu<ii:rg the
Setts Qi\1I . Difficulties lrere found separating and defir:ing
the nature and function of imagery. The results Cemonstrated
reliability anC predictive efficiency for a variety of self-
report imagery measures. Reliability was also reported by
Juhasz (1972) for the Betts QI'II and the Gordon TVIC.
Wiih respect to the nature and function of imagery,
Sl-.aehan (1965) exanined indivicual d.ifferences in imagery and
fcund a functional sinilarity of imaging to perceiving in
-.'ivid.ness of imagery. The results supported the hypothesis of
similarity because (a) vivid inagers behave in a way similar to
i-he iray ihey behave r;hen theS' perceive, (b) poor imagers behave
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:.n both a sinilar and dissimil-ar fasnion, and (c) differences
ir: experience with the object imaged dc not account for the
va:iation in vividness although familiarity v;ith the stimulus
l"ras sorne effect on rhe quality of inagery expressed. That is,
ia:riliarity nakes the image more vivid in the subjects who
have the capacity to image vividly.
nlar<s (1977) proviCed a modeL for individual <iifferences
ar:d imagery. The model included! (a) stimuli are presented
ard the conscious processing of information is the same for
3oih perceptions and nemory; (b) cognitive operations upon
siimuli may have actions independent from original stimuli;
(c) visual information can be coded visually or in verbal
siores; and (d) individual differences occur in perceptual,
ccclng, and retrievaf mechanisms controlling the flow of
::'-i:riiat:cn j-vrt o actj-ve ccnsci.ousness, ?hus, ine eognltir.e
::;'-es cf 'r::g inii"'iiual s :'la)' var:/'
. 
Imagery exists' then, as a cognitive process that can be
assessed in a variety of viays. The other cognitive processes
invoived vrith imagery inctude memory and verbal mediation.
Tvro vier,:points exisi concerning the position of memory in
:h.e brain. The "localizatiol-Iist" posj-tion I'iev"s ';he braih as
pcssessi::g regions ihat mediate specific rnentai- functions. The
"arrti-localizationist" views memory as a function of the brain
as a r,;hole (lhatcher & John, 19?6), Thatcher and John
s;pported the view that nemory is drstributed throughout the
-c:'ain as long as memory is defined j-n terms of prior experience
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and a cha:lge of response as a resu.ft of tha.r, experience.
According to Jarrnan (19?B), other cognitive factors are
involved in rnemory, therefore, memory processes should not be
analyzed separately but as a characteristic of many brain
functions. These cognitive factors include visual and verbal
factors, r,;hich can be stored in memory according to the
situation in v;hich the stimuli viere experienced or according
to the cognitive style of the individual (posner, l9Z3), This
indicates that visual and verbal mediation are powerful memory
aids, Through the use of mnemonic ievices, information can be
retrieved from memory and incorporated into behavior (Paivio,
!9?t) .
\,lith respect to cognitive skiIls being a part of the
t'rhol-e concept of memorV, Kerr 
.(197 5) adCressed the. question of
prccessin6 CeranCs du.ring noveneni, u.tilizir:g a :'eaction ti:e
:easurer.rent ior one- ar:d tvio-cnoice :oveinenis t''j.th immediaie
and delayed signals. Processing demands vrere not found to
differ duri-ng one- and two-choice movements with inmediate
signals. Hovrever, processing demands v;ere significantly higher
i.rith delayed signals. Kerr (a9?5) concluded that if a subject
was knowledgeable about a signal-dependent change, the subject
i:ou1d be slov; to direct attention to another input.
,'Jalface ano i'icCullaen (.9? 5) discussed retrieval iime in
short-iern r::otor memory ( STMIiI ) as the amount of time necessary
for a subject to l-ocate and recover information to compfete a
response, afier the presentation of a stimulus. If an
incor:'ect response v;as nade , vlallace and r'icCulla gh (l-9? 5)
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','ci-i question tne encoqing process, the retrieval process,
ani the rehearsal process of the information that vias located,
].eports by individua.l-s concerning rehearsal supported 'che idea
ir:ar verbal or visual inages often aid the retention of the
3riierion movement and that kinesthetic inforination is coded
;h:'ough both images (Wa1lace & McCullagh, 19?5). Movement,
:hen, uses visual and verbal inforrnation to store stinuli into
:lenory and to retrieve information stored.
Feedback in the form of kinesthetic sense was investigated
by Sharp (1971). He instructed blindfolded subjects to
nanipulate a joystick in a number of positions and found
significani differences in performances with and without
kinesthetic feedback. Performance v,'a s found to improve in the
presence of kinesthetic feedback. Sussman and Smith (7969)
zr-a:1r zed rre:ncry as a feeciior'';:ard nechanism, predispcsi::g ne[ory
as ceper:dent upon dynamic feedback for skill execution.
Retention characteristics of di-stance and location
kinesthetic information were investigated by L,aabs (L9?3). By
controlling the reproduction cues of both characteristics
through the use of a. blind lever-positi oning movement' distance
.;;as found to decay signi-ficantly over a retention interval-
'r;hile location <iecayed insignificantly. A second study.with
:he same apparaius demonstrated that mental activity blocked
rehearsal and produced significant interference effects on
the retention of location informaiion, but insignificant
effects on distances (],aabs, l9?3),
Thus, memory uses boih visual and verbal information to
)a
ccoe, retrieve , alid rehearss movelrrer-:i. incorect iecisions
are related to individual differences in these processes, or
through faulty coding of the information, retrievaf, and
rehearsal (i{a11ace & llcCullagh, l-97 5). Along with imagery
mediation and memory is verbal mediation, a ter;n nhich refers
to ihe mental procedses inf)-uencing the relation betv,reen a
stiraulus and response vrhen the tv;o are r-ot sinple associative
processes (Jensen, l-97L), The intervening processes are
conceived of as comect verbal responses to external stimuli
in most cases, with the verbalization servi-ng as a stimulus
for other responses. Classification cf mediaticnal processes
was found to involve the restriction or elaboration of stimuli'
with cognitive processes being ordered by neurai mechanisms
(Jensen, 79?L).
The refation of 1:agery anC ver'ra1 ::ed:ation rn ihe right
and left hemispneres rgas denonst:'atec b; Seamon ano Gazzaniga
O9?3), who concfuded frorn the resuits cf research concerning
cerebral laterality effecis and encoding strategies that the
right hemisphere of the brain j-s concerned r';ith visual- infor-
mation and the left hemisphere with verbal information. 0n
that basis, it was argued that imagery be included as signifj--
cant stimuli to the inforination processing system as an.
alternative to verbal- mediation (Sea:on & GzzzatLga, 19?3).
In addition, the previous discussion of memory referred to
the i-nvolvement of verbal and mentai images in ihe retention
of movement information (!la1lace & ilcCu-1lagn, ]-9?5) ' Therefore,
movement is stored, retrieved, and :'ehearsed in memory through
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both visu.aI and verbal infornation. This shoul-d be considered
irr the teachi,ng of movement skill-s and improvement of motor
performance, and will- be applied to the situation of sport
irr the fo11or,;ing section.
J.magerv and Sport
In 1915, i{ashburn denounced }Iatson (1913) for rejecting
mental imagery, indicating that interaction \^rith the
envirorunent was dependent upon mental activity and movement,
through the following model t (a) a stimulus is presented,
(b) tne information is processed verbally or nonverbally
(imagery) for memory excitation, and (c) movement results.
Start (1950) and Start and Richardson (1964) attempted
to find differences in motor performance with mentaf practice
and found that no differences existed between motor performance
r*ith or withoui nental practice (Start, 1960), Hoviever,
suojects. v;itn -;ivic, uncontrolled images in ihe menial practice
of a moior task demonstrated the lowest performance scores on
the task (Start & Richardson, 1964).
Cor:trary to Start (i950), Rawlings and Rawlings (1974)
found mental practice to facilitate learning of a motor ski11.
They also found that visual imagery controL vras essential for
mental practice to be effective in a motor skiIl.
Perhaps the functions of the right hemisphere should be
considered in the education of athletic behavior and ereativity
in movener:.i through tiie vehicle of imagery as the encoding,
retrieval, and rehearsal process. Imagery' of course, is not
tjle only cognitive process naximizing spori performance' but
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should be considereci as a 
_Dart of tne cog:--:ti--.'e styJ-e of th=
athlete. Creativity in sport, movement, and darice is a forn
of intelligent behavior anci cognitive processes can be used to
maximize performance in these forms of expression,
In 797?, I{ahoney and Avener examined the ccgnitive
processes of 13 elite, male gymnasts during the final trials
for the United States OLynpic Team in order to cetermine the
cognitive strategies utilized by the ath-letes in training and
competition. This exploratory study suggested that varying
patterns of cognition nay be highly comelated vrith superior
gymnastic performance. The fou.r areas of cognitive processes
assessed as ma1leabIe ski11s were identified by l{ahoney (].979)
as being! (a) i-magery (internal versus external-)' (b) self-
efficacy (conviction of individual effectiveness), (c) arousal ,
anc (d) aitentionaf focus. It vras sugg:sted thai these
processes are changea-cle through ccach cr athlete inlervention
techniques, and re com:nendati ons were nade for i::tervention
possibilities for coaches and athleies.
Mahoney and Avener (1977) found that successful athletes
(ollmpic team qualifiers) rvere more con:ideni (r = .57),
experienced more g]rflnasii c s dreams (r = .78), experieneed
internal monologues durir,g training and conpetition (a = .62),
experienced rnore internal imagery (f = .51) than 
"';ere less
successful athletes (nonqualifiers), bul strangely enough did
not see menta] attitude i:ifluencing success (t- = '59).
Additionally, with respect to imagery, :he Clyrnpic ieam
qual-ifiers experienced mo:'e internal inage:'y (perforner)
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rarller tha.n external ( observer') image:'y (r = .5-) ,
ft was concluded that (a) training in imagery may improve
athletic performance, with positive images replacing negative
self-i-mages, (b) athletes can use arxiery as an activating
potential, and (c) semantic content and frequency of dreams
can be used for assessment pu.rposes in athletic performance.
Highlen and Benneit (1979) invesiigated the cognitive
ne<iiators of 39 male wrestlers during ccrpetiiicn for positions
on three Canadian nati. onal- wrestling teans, with the focus of
tl:e study being psychological factors that affect training
and competition. Fifteen factors distirguished qualifiers
from nonqualifiers, with 96% ot the quaiifiers and | )y'" of tlne
nonqualifiers being correctly classifie<i. Self-confidence was
the most important discrininating facior, hor,;evgr,. unlike
....::rnelr a::c Lve::er ' s (!9?? ) ::e sulis, 
-r.az=-r'r' ii: ::ct C: stln-
;uish qua1rfiers and nonq';alifrers. ]he cu.esti:n i:as raised
concernirrg the differences of open versus cLosed ski11 sports
(v;u'estling versus gynnastics), and the prediciive ability of
inagery in the oper: ski11 sport of wrestling.
The questi cnnaire uiilized :.n the l-ighien and Ber,;rett
(19?9) study \ras adapted fron i{ahoney anc Avene: (L9?7) and .
'las redesigned to assess specific categcri-es of behavior and
eogni'cive prccessing. The overail r'esu-rs su.gg3sied tnat
inagery, d.reams, and setf-ta1k vlere onI;' used tc a moderate
cegree and did not discriminate qualiiiers fron nonqualifiers
in the v,'re st ling comPetition.
Shelton and liahoney (f978) hypotaesized that patterns
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of thought and imagery may influence atnletic performance, and
investigated this hypothesis by exarnining the content and
effect of "psyching-up" strategies in weight lifters. After
assessing a baseline strength neasure using a hand dynaniometer,
the subjects, who were participating in a weight 1ifting
competition, vr'ere divided into two groups. Each group was
given three trials. Trial 1 required that the subjects use no
cognitive skills interventicni Trial- 2 involved the use of
counting numbers i and Trial I required one group to use a
psyching strategy and one group to use number counting. A
significant group performance difference was found between
subjects vrho employed a psyching-up strategy and those
distracted by numbers. The results suggested that psyching
increases performance. The content of the l+ coEniETT;' - --
stratfsi;s u="d-i" irt"' strategies included, (a) siatements
of self-efficacy, (b) conirol of attention, (c) preparatcry
arousal, and (d) 5-magery.
Meyers, Cooke, Cullen, and Liles (1979) conducted a
similar study to Mahoney and Avener's (19?? ) study of male
0lympic gymnasts thr.ough the examinati on of a university
men's racquetbal-l team competing in a national championship.
Consistent with the MahoneS' and Avener (1977) findings, better
players $ere more self-confident and experienced more success-
ful racquetball dreams. However, unlike the responses obtained
from the gynnasts, no differences were found betv"een fess and
more skilled racquetball pla;'sps in the frequency of imagery
used or in the imagery perspective (internal versus externai
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irr:agery). Perhaps the reasor: for t:.is is the sari,e as that
offered by Highlen and Bennett (79?9), :,rhich is the question
of the use of imagery in ihe open skilled sport situations,
and vrhether or not it has predictive val-ue in those situations.
The relationship of inagery to sport has been examined in
terms of cogniti-ve strategies, mental practice, and IQ. The
research has involved prir:.ari1y male athletes in open and
cl-osed ski11 'sports, with trends suggesting that imagery may
be used to inprove athletic performance. However, vrhen imagery
is used exclusively wiihout physical practice, the performance
of the ski1l is not efficient' indicating that imagery be used
in conjunction with physical practice to maximize sport
performance through intervention techniques.
Gravel, l,emieux, and Ladouceur (1980) developed a
cognitive behavioral treatner:t packa.Ee invoh'ing the u.se of
i-i:agery for cross-countrJr ski racers. ihe package rTas designed
as an anxiei;y coping strategy in order to maxirnize athletic
performan.ce . The sub j ects rvere 12 volunteers v"ho v,iere
experiencing anxiety before and during competition. The
subjects were randomly assigned to experimental and placebo
groups, with the experimental group receiving the treatment
package involving the use of muscle relaxation, thought
stopping procedures, and visu.al imagery of ihetrselves in an
important race wj-th repeats in slov; mction. Thought stopping
procedures vrere employed to fade out arr(i ety-producing
situations anC consisted of procedu:'es similar to the
fo11ov;ing, as outlined by Cautela ard Viisocki (!9?7),
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(a) l-isting disturbin6 thoughis, (b) discussing rationale for.
eliminating those thoughts, (g) thln-king maladaptive thoughts,
(a) tnirlring or yelti-ng "stop," (e) repeating the maladaptive
thought, ana (t) thinking "stop." This was to be repeated
until the thought disappeareC. Gravel et al. (1980) carried
tnis procedure one step further by replacing the maladaptive
thought v;ith an adaptive thought after the "stop" v,'as utilized.
The placebo group viewed cross-country ski tapes and used free
association of words as their treatment. The cognitive
behavioral treatment group improved significantly nore than
the placebo group in the intensity of adaptive cognitive
patterns. Results confirmed the effectiveness of a cognitive
behavioral treatment package utilizing pertinent internal
images, and also that the treatment aided the athletes in
charneling their thou.ghts to more adaptive competitive
behavi or.s .
In two separate experiments, I{eyers, Schleser, Cooke,
and Aivillier (79?9) designed a cognitive strategies package
for high school female glmnasts. They found, like Start
(1954), that physical practice was necessary to improve
gymnastic performance, and that mental imagery could not be
used alone as mental practice to improve performance. They
al so found that s e 1f-instrucii on inte:fered with fine skill-
performance. Strategies vrere not tailored to individuals, or
their individual affective styles' and added littIe to
performance.
IUorgan (1978) surveyed world-c1ass and average runners to
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assess anli possible cognitive style cifferences. i{e found
that v:orld cless runners used.their oivn body slgnals to guide
their performaice. Average runners used more cissociative
inagery to distract themselves while they v;ere running.
Therefore, proper training in the use of inagery rnay aid the
a\rel'age rurrner.
f iriagery, then, is used in the sport situation. To what
extent imagery can be used as a preCictor has riot been
determined as other variables affect the uses of imagery, such
as the sex of the individual, the t1'pe of sport involved, and
the cognitive style of the individual . The intent here vras to
present information supporting imagery as a poiential cognitive
component in sport, which can be utilized in intervention
techniques to maximize sport perfornance and encourage creative
'c e:: z-.:i c:' in spo:'t.
Sunnarv
This review of literature presented intelligence as a
conplex construct involving verbal ani nonverbal (e,g.,
inagery) capaciiies, which are functions of the left and
pi g-ht hemispheres of the brain, although the functions are not
entirely discrete and there are suggestions of sex differences
in hemispheric capacities. The capacities of the right
her,:si:here are associaied v;iih creative thought and expression
in novement, depending upon the cognitive style of the
incividuar. The language of the right hemisphere' imagery,
,.,.as discussed in terms of assessnent, its relation to other
co€1-ritive processes, and its relatlon to movenent and
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i:-ior:r.at i on le:rievai .
I:T,agery vras then :.el_ated to the sport siiuation; where
recent stuiies concerning the use of irnagery in various open
a:-d closed s*i11 spor.t siruations v,'ere presenied and discussed.
The indica'cion is that imager)' is an inteiligence ability
','rcrihy of consideration, research, a.nd application in the
slort situat:.cn.
Chapter J
IUETHODS AND PROCEDURES
The methods and procedures employed in collecting and
inierpreting the data are discussed in this chapter. Also,
the population from vrhich the subjects ivere selected is
defined. The headings include, (a) p:'elirninary procedures,
(b) selection of subjects, (c) sel-ection and description of
testing instruments, (d) procedures in data collection, and
(e) treatnent of data.
fueliminarv Procedure s
hior to data collection, a series of preliminary
procedures were necessary. The procedures included securing
per':rission fron the Ur-riversity of C:nnectj_cut to cistribute
'r,lie ou:estio:rnaire during tne indoor field hcckey tournament i
subnitting a writien research proposal io the Human Subjects
Committee at Ithaca College; securing permission from each of
the coaches to use their athletes in the study; and securing
pernission from all of subjects in the siudy in the forrn of a
written consent form.
S el-ecti on of Sub.iects
Coaches and Athlete s
Each coach from the female varsity field hockey teans
par"ticipating in the indoor field hockey tournament held
Apri-l 22, 1979 was contacted prior to the tournament and asked
3B
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to participate in the study (f.ppendix A). The coaches (II = ?)
vho agreed to participate vrere asked to sign a consent form
(Appendix B), rate their athietes on a scale of skilI
proficiency (Appendi-x C), and return the form and ratings to
tne investigator.
lhe subjects consisteri of ?2 fenale field hockey athletes
fron seven colJ-ege and university leve1 field hockey teams
from Connecticut, Massachusetts, Vermont, and New Hampshire,
each of whom gave their informed consent (Appendix D). The
athletes were of el-ite and non-e1ite ski11 ability and were
classified into proficient anri less proficient groups according
to the coaches' evaluations of their athletic skil1 in field
hockey. The athletes were ranked according to their ratings
and divided into tvro groups according to the top thi-rd
(p:'oficient athletes) and botton ihird (1ess proficieni
athl-eies) cf ihe proficier:cy ratings.
Selection and Description of Testins Instruments
Inagerv Asse ssnent
The questioru]aire upon mental imagery and situations in
field hockey (Appendix E) v"as used to assess inaging ability
in female field hockey players. The questionnaire is a paper
an<i pencil questionnaire and consists of four sections 
' 
with
a -totaI of 78 items. Each section addresses a different aspect
of imagery, and includes the following! (a) the eetts
Questionnaire Lipon i4ental Imagery (Betts Qi{i ) ' This is the
shortened version (lJ iterns) of the original 150-item
questioru:aire devised by 3etts in 1909 (Richardson, ]-969i
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Sheehan, 196?a, !96?b), n'hich neasures vividness of general
inagery according to the nodes of visual, kinesthetic,
cutaneous, auditory, gustatory, olfactory, and organic imagery.
The Betts QMI consists of seven situations vrith five ouestions
representing each situation. Each situation vras presented on
a separate page to prevent a "ha1o effect" (Sheehan, 196?a) i
(b) vividness of field hockey imagery vias assessed through 15
items based on the seven nodes of inagery outlineci in the
Betts QMI and adapted to the sport of field hockeyi (c) field
hockey strategy imagery assessed the vividness and control the
athletes have of their imagery in field hockey, through 12
items; and (d) sport imagery awareness addressed the self-
avrareness of the athletes' use of imagery in field hockey,
ihrough 1J items nhich vrere adapted from quesiionnaires used
'o;' i:al:or:ey and -r.vener (79?? ) and ili3):1en ano Eenne tt (19?9)
ir: siudi.es concerning 'bhe qu.estion of i-nagerir in sport
situations. For purposes of analysis, the responses, which
were "A" (no image present at all) through "E" (clear, vivid
ir,rage), were assigr:ed the corresponding numbers of 1 thrcugh
5, Therefore, a high score indicated a high ability to image.
Proficiencv As ses sment
Ski11 proficiency vras determined by an evaluation of an
athlete by her coach based on a rating scale that coniained
categories describi:-.,g each level of proficiency (Appendix C ).
Each coach was given a rating scale and v;as asked to rate each
aihlete on her team viho pariicipateri in the indoor field
ncckey tournament, The categories :'anged from A+ to C- with
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a separate set of categories for gcalies. For purposes of
analysis, the athletes were ranked according to their ratings
(ir.cm A+ to C-) and were assigned the corresponding number
values of I through 9, with ! corresponding to A+ and 1
coz'responding to C-. The ranked athl-etes were divided into
thirds to determine proficiency, v/iih the top third being the
p:oficieni athleies (approximately, A+, A, and A-) and the
botiorn third being the less proficient athletes (approximately
C+, C, and C-).
fuocedures in Pata Collecti on
The investigator contacted each coach to explain the
p:'ocedures involved in the study. The correspondence was done
by mail and coaches l'rere sent a letter, a consent form' and a
rating sca1e. They were requested to sign ihe consent form'
ra;g ine athletes, ha're ireir athle:es sign conseni fo:'ns, and
! 
=ai:n ihe information io ihe inves'ii gaior. On r,prii 22, l9?9,
.tne investigator attended the Firsi Annual Indoor Field Hockey
f ournament at the University of Conrreiticut in Storrs,
Connecticut. During the tournament each of the athletes on
the consenting teams '+;as administered the questionnaire upon
nental imagery and situations in field hockey (Appendix E),
according to the follorving procedu:e.
T: stins Session
1. Each athlete was given an informed consent form that
r,;as signed, dated, and returned (Appendix D)'
2, Each athfete was given a pencil, questionnaire, and
fou:' compuier answer cards for eaci'- of the sections of the
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qLiestionnaire.
3, Once all the athletes received the materials, they
were instructeri to read the d.ireetions on the questioruraire.
The instructions on the questionnaire incl-uded an explanation
oi the study, a statement pertaining to the anonymity of the
siudy, and emphasized accuracy in the evafuation of each iten.
4, Upon completion of the questionnaire, all daia were
coll-ected and the athletes thanked. Testing tine was
alproximately 20 to J0 minutes.
5. If the athletes were not already rated by the coach'
or i-f the ratings were not received by the investigator, the
coach was asked to subnit the ratings on the day of the
t ournament .
Treatnent of Data
A prelininary ite;:r analysis procedure v"as perfcr::-ed to
:'=v=a1 the internai consisiancy of ;ha question:raire' Iiiearrs
and siandard oeviations viere calcuiated for all the data.
The ranked athletes v;ere divided according to thirds, with
the tcp third (proficient athletes) and bottom third (iess
pz'oficient athletes) utilized in the analysis procedures. A
nultivariate analysis of variance (l'iANoYA ) was perforrned to
assess wheiher differences er:isted beivreen proficient and less
jiroficieni aihletes on irnaging ability. l'{uliip1e regression
( fcrward stepv,'ise inclusion) was performed to test ihe
i:::portance of the imagery variables in predieting ski11
levefs. AI1 hypotheses r'iere tested at the .0J Ieve1 of
probability.
Chapter 4
T.N.;IYSIS OF DATA
Ihe results of this investigation are presented in this
chapter. The main heacings i-ncIude, (a) reliabiliiy of the
imagery tesiing insiru;ent, (b) proficiency classifications,
(c) descriptive statistics for skilf and i:nagery components,
(d) relationships among ski11 and inragery conponents, (e) test
of hypotheses, and (f) sun:nary.
Reliabilitv of the Irnaserv Testins Instrument
Internaf consistency of the imagery questions utilized
in the testing tool was established through an item analysis
procedure. As Table 1 iilusirates, reliabi_J-ity of the imagery
','a.:iables ra:^-ge C ircn :zes1l en'u to gocd, v::t:: the val_ues
::a::ging fro: .89 io ,5-, Jnese val-ues j.::oicate a high ievel
.of consistency throuthcui lhe questionnaire, Specificar Iy,
the Betts QI'II , field hockey imagery, fielri hockey strategy
inagery, and sport imagery awareness revealed eoefficients of
.89, .87, ,84, and .51, r'espectively, v,'ith an overall
coefficient of .92, Therefore, the data coll-ected provi<ied
sufficient evidence for ti-e internal consistency of at least
'ih:'ee of the inage:'y c.t:.pcne:1ts. Spori ina3ery awareness r;as
ihe only compcnent r,i'i tn a Iess than excelient internal
: onsistency.
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Table l
Internaf Consistericy of Iiagery Variables
Vari able
tsett s
Field
Field
Sport
QI'{I
H o ckey
H o ckey
Imagery
Imagery
Strategy krage:'y
Anare ne s s
.89
.84
,5t
0vera11 .92
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Profi ci enc.rr C Ias sifi cations
Proficiency classifications v;ere established through the
following procedure: (a) each athlete was assigned a letter
rating by her coach according to the ski1l leveL of the
athfete. The rating scale ranged from A+ to C- with
gradations in betwedn to allovr a more accurate description of
skilI. Each letter rating had a categorical description of
the skills necessary to merit that partieular rating. A
separate description of ski11s vras provided for goalies
(Appendix C)r (b) the letter ratings designated by the coaches
were transferred to corresponding numbers on a scale of 9 to 1,
with A+ being 9 and C- being Ii and (c) for purposes of
analysis, the athletes were ranked according to ratj-ngs assigned
by their coach. The ranked athletes were divided into thirds,
The athl-etes rarled in the top third (approximately A+, A, and
A-) were considered proficient aihletes. The atnletes ranked
in the bottom third (approximately C+, C, and C-) were
considered the less proficient athletes.
Descriptive Statistics for Skill and Imagerv Components
The data were subjected to descriptive statistical
treatment to determine means anci standard deviations for skill
and the four imagery components assessed in the questionnaire
upon mental imagery and situations in field hockey. As shovrn
in Table 2, the mean skil-l 1eveI of the athletes was 4.J3
( maximum rating = 9), with a standard deviation of 2.08,
utilizing the corresponding number values of 9 to 1 for the
A+ to C- letter ratings.
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i{eans and
Table 2
Standard Deviations for Skil1 and Imagery C omponents
Componentsa DU
skirl
Betts
FieId
Field
Sport
4.53
t)9.29
67 .57
48.35
4?.03
2.08
).5,36
Q o(
7 .07
5. 10
/o\
aMr (175)
Hockey Imagery (80)
Hockey Strategy (60)
Imagery Awareness (?5)
72
?2
72
72
?2
"Nu*b""s in parentheses indicate maximum score.
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Tne nean for ihe Bsf,f,s Qi{I , a neasure of vividness of
general imagery, vras 139.2p (maximum score = IZ5). The mean
for field hockey imagery, a measure of vividness of imagery
in field hockey situations, was 6?.52 (r:.aximum score = 80).
Tne mean for field hockey strategy imagery, a measure of
vividness and control of fieid hockey irnagery, was 48.35
( naximum score = 50). The mean for sport imagery awareness
of the use of imagery in field hockey situations was 4?.03
( r,raximum score = ?5). Ihe ?2 athletes participating in this
study as a group, then, demonstrated an average ski1l 1evel
and reported high imaging abilities, with mean values ranging
from approximately 53% (sport imagery awareness) to 8\.y'" (fiela
hockey imagery) of the maximum scores possible on the different
sections of the questionnaire.
ielationshrcs Anons Ski1l and Jnagerv Components
The. relaij-onsnips arnong ski11 and irnagery corcponents are
il-lustrated in Table 3. As the figures show, f,|rsss yrsps
limited relationships betv;een skil1 and imagery components.
Correlations of .08, -.01, -.14, and .05 were reported for
skil-1 and the Betts QMI , field hockey imagery, field hockey
straiegy imagery, and sport imagery awareness, respectively..
The refationships of the imagery variables to each other
su.ggest a comnonality among the four imagery variables, with
values ranging fr orn ,21 to .63, These values are significantly
larger than zero and indicate that the imagery components are
not completely di screte .
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Int erc orre lati on Matrix
Table 3
for Ski11 and Inagery C omponent s
r . ski r-1
2. Bett s
3, Field
4, Field
5. Sport
QMI
Hockey Imager;'
Hockey Strategy Imagery
Imagery Awareness
-.14 .05
<'l r+J or+ rfrJ) .-/
<'2+X 
' 
1 :*
. v)
'35xx
.08 -.01
' 54xx
*p < .05.
oop < . 01.
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Test of }irrpotheses
Ht'pothesis Concernine Differences Betvreen SkilI and Inaserv
C omponent s
Hypothesis 1. A multivariate analysis of variance
(I,IANoVA ) procedure was utilized to test the hypothesis that
there will be significant differences between the imagery
components and ski11. The IIANOYA revealed no significant
differences on imaging ability between proficient (top tfrira)
and less proficient (bottom third) athletes, e (1, 1, n.il =
.279, p > .05. Therefore, the data cotl-ected in this
investigation failed to provide sufflcient evidence for the
acceptance of the hypothesi s.
Hvpothesis Concerning the Reqression of the Imaserv Components
on Skill
Hvpothesis 2. A multiple regression p:'ocedure tvas
utilized to test the hypothesis that the imagery components
will account for a significant amount of the variance with
respect to field hockey ski1l. The results are presented in
Table 4. As shown, the multiple regression of imagery
components on ski11 leve1 resulted in field hockey imagery
being the most indicative of field hockey proficiency, followed
by the Betts QMI , sport'imagery awa!'eness, and field hockey
sirategy imagery. A11 together, the four inagery components
accounted for 6.4% of the total skill varianee. However, the
imagery variables did not account for a statistically
significant amount of variance, F(l-, 6?) = 3,?2, ! > .05.
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Table 4
Iliultip1e Regression of Imagery Variables on Skill-a
Vari ab 1e Be ta S t andardError I
FieId
Betts
Sport
Field
-.375?3
.tgt6?
,L047t
.06428
.048
.019
.044
.038
)' t.
1.49
,6?
.J-6
Hockey Imagery
QMI
Imagery Awarene s s
Hockey Strategy Imagery
tskill 
= j.a9 + Ftr (-.32) + Betts aMr (.18) + SrA (.10)
+ FiiSI ( .05 ) .
ir
Su::mar"v
Reliability of the questionnaire upon mental imagery and
situations in field hockey was determined through an item
analysis procedure. The four sections or' the questionnaire
,rrere found internally consistent, evidenced by values ranging
from .5r to .89.
Athletic proficiency of the /2 athletes participaiing
in this study was determined by ranking the athletes according
to the proficiency rating assigned by their coaches and
dividing the group into thirds. The top third were considered
proficient athletes and the bcttom third were considered the
less profici-ent athletes.
Descriptive statistics for skil-1 and image:'y components
revealed the athletes as a group to be about average in field
h.cci:ey ski11, hovrever, there ,'rere er:trenes in skifl leve1 frorn
national tournanent 1eve1 skiIIs to relatively poor skil1
levels. The sample revealed high scores on vividness and
control of general to sport specific imagery regardless of
ski11 Ieve1.
The interc orre lati on matrix for ski11 and imagery
components revealed a limited relationshi-p between ski1l and
the imagery conponents.' Hovlever' relationships significantly
larger than zero were found anong the inagery components,
su.ggesting a cornnonalj.ty among the components.
A multivariate analysis of variance (rANOvA ) determined
no signi.ficant differences between proficient and less
proficieni athletes on irnagi ng ability. i4uttiple regression
)z
v;as used to assess the relationship 'oetv;eel imagery coiponents
and skil-I. Imagery was found to account for 6.4y'" of the total
skil-1 variance, with the order of iiportance for the imagery
variables being field hockey inager;r, the 3etts el{f , s.rort
imagery awareness, and field hockey strategy imagery.
Hoviever, the varianie accounted for d.id not reach statistical
sigr:ificance at the ,0J 1eve1.
Chapter J
D]SCUSSTON OF RESULTS
The results reported in chapter 4 are discussed in this
chapter. The discussion vril1 be developed under the following
headings, (a) reliability of the imagery testing instrument,
(b) proficiency classifications, (c) descriptive statistics
for ski11 and imagery components, (C) refationships among
skil-1 and imagery components, (e) hypottresis concerning
differences between ski1l and imagery components, (f) hypotfre-
sis concerning the regression of the imagery components on
ski11, and (g) summary.
Reliabil-itv of the fnasery Testins Instrument
An iterir analysis p=ocedu.re esta'cl-isred the reliability
cf the testing instrumenl , providing confiCence in the
collected data. Reliability of the Betts QI,II rvas supported in
a study of self-report measures of mental imagery (White,
Sheehan, & Ashton, l9?7) t test-retest values ranged from .)2
to .59. However, construct validity of -,,he inventories was
not established due to the fact that factor analysis revealed
that the Betts QMJ and Gordon's TVIC load on the same faetor.
Discussions of construct validity of imagery inventories
indicate that individuals respond to the que sti or,:raire s in a
socially desirable manner, indicating that it may be
inappropriate to make general statenents about ihe question-
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naires ar-rd what they are supposed to neasure (Ernesi , 19? ? i
Hughes, L976),
The rel-iability coefficients in the current study ranged
fron good to excellent, vrith each itern on the questionnaire
having a good to excell-ent relationship with the total of eaeh
section. The Betts 'QMI , field hockey imagery, and field
hockey strategy imagery all demonst:.ated excellent reliability
coefficients. Sport imagery awareness demonstrated a good
reliability coefficient. A possible reason for the less than
excellent reliability coefficient of the sport imagery aware-
ness seetion is that Questions I, 3, 5, 8, 11, and 12 reveafed
individual internal consistency values of less than ,32. Sport
imagery awareness consists of IJ questions and the highest
internal consistency val-ue was ,67 for question p. Instead
of a'r,;areness, those qu.estions v;iih " :'eliability coefiicient
of ress ihan ,32 seemed to be gearei rore ioi';ards vividness
and control of menial imagery, making the section on a\,/areness
less than exeelleni in reliability.
Proficiency Classifi cati ons
The rating scale empl-oyed in ihe study to assess
performance l-eveIs of the athletes was developed relative to
the task demands of the sport of fie]-d hockel'. The accuracy
of ihe coaches' assessments of the ski11 of ihe athleies is
questioned somewhat because a fevr coaches expressed concern
vrith an athlete's potential rather than making an immediate
assessment of the ski11 leveI. Therefore' some of the athletes
inay have been attri-buted a higher ski11 1evel than they
actually possessed at thai point in tir:e.
Descriptive Statistics for Skill and Inagery Components
The means and standard deviations in this section
ce:nonstrate that the athletes have vivid and controlled general
and sport specific images regardless of thej-r ski11 1eve1.
They do not have thi! avrareness of hov; to use imagery to
improve athletic performance. 0n the spectrum of open and
closed ski1I sports (Robb, 1972; Schrnidt, 19?5), field hockey
rates very high on open ski.lIs because of the many considera-
tions involved in the decision making process during play. A
field hockey player must be aware of the ba1l, teammates'
positions, opponents' positions' and the goa1. With so manl'
al-ternatives available to the player, it may be difficult to
use imagery to plan a strategy because of the time element
involved. fhe exceptio:: :o this ma;r be the goalies v.'ho nave
interl,.als of iir,e io pl-an a strateg:/. The:'efore, tl.te task
demands of open ski1l sports require a nore external attentional
sty1e, which is antithetical to the internal approach of
imagery, The fielC hockey player has limited time to plan a
sirategy for unexpected situations. An avenue that neeCs to
be explorec is the use of imagery as a memory aid (Paivio,
I9?l). Through the use of a verbal mnernonic device, the
correct behavior can be recalled in a visual sense and
executed (Posner, l9?3). For example, in the field hockey
situation, if a teammate or coach says, "flat, " the player
knows that means to be paraI1e1 with a teal.jnate.
The successful use of imagery has been reported in a
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c.l-aseC skil-l- sport by Gravet, Le::ris;>:, and Laaoceur (1980),
who developed a cogniti.re behavioral treatment package
involving imagery to reciuce arui5. ety in cross-country skiers.
The teehnique invoived the use of fil-ns, relaxation techniques,
and a thought - stopping proceCure to aid corrpetitive male and
fer,ale cross-country skiers. Negative situati.cns were
replaced with positive siiuations using irnage:'y, and athletic
perforrnance improved for those receiving the treatment. Sport-
specific inagery, then, r,,'as utilized successful1y in a closed
ski11 sport to naximize ath]etic performance. However, the
use cf imagery in an open ski11 sport is ambiguous and needs
to be explored.
Relationships Arnone Skill and fmagerv Components
iimited relationships rvere founi between the imagery
conponenis and ski1l ird.i-cating that, in tris sanpls, :1on9
of the imagery componenis were sig::Lficantly rel-ated to ski1i.
The dimensions of i-magery assessed inclu<ied the seven modes of
imagery outlined by Be*uts (1909): (a) visual, (b) kinesthetic,
(c) auditory, (d) cutaneous, (e) olfactory, (f) gustatory, and
(g) organic imagery. In the sport situation, visual,
kinesthetic, and auditory imagery l';ou1d appear ro have more
relevance than the other modes of i.nagery outlined by 3etts
(1909) and perhaps should be the fccus of research in imagery
and sport,
The relationships among ihe ir.agery variables suggest a
conrnonality among the four conponeris. The variables are not
discrete, limiting the uniqueness of each of tire vaz'iabLes i-n
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terns of assessing general and sport specific imagery. Again,
perhaps some of the modes of imagery assessed vJere not relevant
to the sport situation and created a homogeneity among the
variabfes, especially since the questionnaire was constructed
along the guidelines of the Betts Qi{I . Even though sections
of the questionnaire pertaj.ned to field hockey, the modes of
general imagery outl-ined by Betts (1909) vrere utilized.
Hvpothesis Concerning Differences Between
SkilL and Imagery C omponent s
The multivariate analysis of variance (MAN0VA ) revealed
no significant difference between imagery variables and skil1
ratings, One reason may be because of the lack of discreteness
among the imagery components. Because of the homogeneous
nature of the variables' no differences emerged between skill
a::d. general cr sport specific imagery. Therefore, instead of
having four independent variables to differentiate skill-, the
.imagery components, in essence, acted as one independent
variable to determine differences in skill-. General imagery
in and of itself cannot be expected to differentiate
profic5-ency in the open ski11 sport of field hockey where the
mental and physical demands are specific. With respect to
imagery and open ski11 sports, Highlen and Bennett (19?9)
found that imagery did not differentiaie qualifiers from non-
qualifiers for positions on three Canadian National trrestling
teams, although 1J other factors were found to distinguish
the two groups. Meyers, Cooke, Cui-Ien, and Liles (1979) did
not find differences between less skilled and skilled mafe
5a
racqueiball players in the frequency of i-nagery used or in the
inagery perspective. Iherefore, the results of this investiga-
iion are consistent vrith the findings of research concerning
inagery and open ski11 sports.
Hvpothesis Concernins the Regression cf the
lrnagerv Components on Ski L1
The multiple regression of imagery components accounted
tor 5.4/' of the total skill variance. Field hockey imagery
accounted for most of the variance, foll-ovred by Betts QMI ,
sport imagery a$rareness, and field hockey strategy imagery.
Taken as one variable, the four imagery components accounted
for a srnal1 percentage of ski11 proficiency, however, it may
be unreasonable for one variable to account for nore than a
smalI amount of the variance.
There have been sugges-bions in the iiterature for ;he
i::clusi on of cognitive skj.1Is in aiirf etic iraini:'-g programs,
.including the use of imagery (Grave1, Lemieux, & L,adouceur,
1980; Highlen & Bennett, t9?9; Mahoney & Avener, 1979; Meyers,
Cooke, Cu11en, & T,iles, 1979; Sheiton & Mahoney, a9?8),
I:nagery training along vrith physical praciice may help
athletes develop more consistent sport behaviors (Corbin,
!9?9), hovrever imagery may be of lesser inportance t'ith lovr
srriIIed athletes than with high skrlled athletes. That is, if
the athletes do not possess the skills of ihe sport to some
degree, imagery without physical practice caff]ot be expected
to inprove performance. Imagery training along vrith physical
practice may be necessary for maximaf results. Another
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co:sideration is that :.:ahoncy and ;-vener (19??) found imagery
to be an important factor in the closed skills of gymnastics,
v;hile Highlen and Bennett (19?9) found imagery not to be
significantl-y imporiant in the open skiJ-1s of wrestling.
Therefore, it may be easier to use imagery in cLosed skills
(e.9., gymnastics) {han open skiIIs (e.g,, field hockey)
because of the iask demands. Open ski11s have external
variables with spatial and tenporal qualities to consider
when executing ski11s, while closed skills allow a more
internal f,ocus and the ability to concentrate on the execution
of a skill.
It may be unreasonable, then, to expect to account for
more than a smal1 percentage of the variance in an open skil1
sport activity by any single factor, exclusive of skilL or
ability. Hcv;ever, if tea::s are equal in skill- and if one
ieam is using imagery and the cihe:' is not, perl:aps the
deciding factor will be the additional cognitive behavior of
the athletes, Sport-specific imagery may be one of the
cognitive factors to be considered as a possible intervention
technique to maximize athletic performance.
Summarv
Reliability was calculated for the questionnai.re upon
mental imagery and situations in fiel-<i hockey through an item
analysis proceriure, supporting a reasonable degree of
eonfidence in the testing instrument.
The individual assessrnenis made by the coaches were
questioned because of the references mad.e to an athlete's
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poie:.,iial rather than to her inmeCiate sliill I eve l .
The data indicate that the athietes demonstrated vivid
and controlled general. and sport-specific imagery regardless
of their skill- levels, hovrever, they do not have an awareness
of their use of imagery in the sport situation of field hockey.
The imagery componerits were not related to field hockey skil1.
Holteverr the four variables demonstrated a significant
relationship to one another, limiting the uniqueness of the
variables. ft was suggested that inagery be assessed in terms
of visual, kinesthetic, and auditory imagery, on1y.
The MTANOYA revealed no significant differences between
inaging ability and ski11. The finCings vrere consistent with
studies in the literature involving open ski11 sports as
opposed to closed skill sporis. Regression of the imagery
conponents on ski11 accountei for a snail percentage cf tne
.ia:iance, Hovever, a smaI1 perceniaele ioalr be the competiiive
edge when teams of equal ski1l and ability compete.
Chapter 5
SUI,II,IARY , C ONCLUSI 0l{S , -l-lLr :EC OIrI,Ei'tDATI ONS
Suinnar.v
This siudy exaiiined the differences betr+een proficient
and less proficient aihl-etes on sccres from a four-part
questionnaire upon mental imagery and situations in field
hockey (vrhich included the Betts Qi]). Femate athletes
(N = 7Z) from seven college and university 1eve1 field hockey
teams in the northeast were administered the questionnaire.
The subjects lvere grouped accord.lng to aihletic prcficiency
in fiel-d hockey, as determined by in<iividual ratings by
coaches on skiIl. Test reliabilit3' v;as performed by item
anal-ysis of the 78 itens on tre ies::ng insiru:;aent,
De sc::iptive statistics v,'ere calcuiaieri for all- reas,;r.es,
A multivariate analysis of variance ([lAN0VA ) was performed
on the scores obtained fron the questionnaire for subjects
divided into thirds according to p:'oficiency classification.
The top and bottom thirds were util-ized in data analysis.
The top third were considered proficient athl-etes, and the
cct-;om third rr,ere considered 'l ess ..:roficient athie:es.
i'iiultiple regression was perform=C :o assess nnaxi- ni,:n variance
accounted for and ihe order of inpcrtance of the iinagery
variables in athr etic perforraance.
l,imited retatronshrps $ere fo:;nd betv,'een ski1l and the
6!
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:r::a6e!y conponents, Significant rel_atio:rships vrere found.
among the imagery cor,tponents, suggesting that the general
!-nagery components 1,iere not discrete fron those of the sport-
specific irnagery.
Athletes were found to be heterogeneous with respect to
skil-1 leve1. The athleies reported high imaging abilities,
ho;,:ever, regardless of their skil1 l-evels.
The hypothesis conce:'ning differences beir^.'een skill_ and
. in:agery components uas rejected, Inaging ability did not
Cifferentiate proficient from less proficient athletes.
The hypothesis concerning the inportance of the imagery
va:'iables in athletie performance v;as also rejected, The
multipie regression demonstrated that field hockey irnagery,
the Betts QMI , sport imagery awareness, and fiel-d hockey
. 
stra.'iegy i.magery i'rere l-isted in that crder in ter;ls of
iEpcrtance in athfetic perf oi'mance, :-ndicati-r.g spori-specific
irnage::y to be most imporiant. i{owever, the n:agnitude of
variance accounted for was not siatistically significant in
thi-s sample. Results are consisieni with findings in the
literaiure involvins the u.se of image:';' in ope:: skiJ-1 sports
as opposed to closed ski11 sPorts.
C onclusi ons
The foil ovring conclu.si-ons v,tere dravtn fron the data
ccilected and analyzed rn this investigationr
1. Proficient and tess proficient athl-eies have the
ability to image regardless of ski11.
2. Sport-specific inage:'y seems to be rnore indicative of
l1
at:lleiic p9 j'fcrr:ance tran is general- imagery.
3, General imagery anC sport-specific imagery are not
<ii s cret e cogniiive processes.
4. Imagery appears to have ti:ited predictive pov,'er in
open ski11 sports ' 
p e c on::.er:dati ons
The following re co:nxirendati ons are proposed based upon
ihe data col-lected in this ir.vestigation:
1. Further research concerning imagery and athletic
performance should incl-ude tests ccncerning spatial ability
and performance tests along 'v;ith self-report neasures,
2. An instrurnent shou.ld be designed to more specifically
arld accurately assess athletic proficiency.
3. The applicaticn of imager5' to athletic performance
r::eis to -ce as::ssei l'ai::::' ;:.a.t1 i:.aGit:g aoili;i; alor:e.
4. i-he ef iecis ci i,'osi:i.,e at-i. rtega-rive i"nagery neecs
io be assessed in athletic perforrnance.
5, Stu.iiies of irnagery and sport should focus on the
vi- s'r:al-, kinestheiic, and audiiory r'odes of imagery.
6, Furrher research is needec to establish the role of
iiragery i-n open anc cfosed ski11 sports.
Appendix A
IETTER 0F PERiriISSIOli r0 COACTiES
I arn a graduate student of physical e<iucation attending
l=!,"ca College, Ithaca, New York. I am also a forner nember
cj the Unive:'sity of Connecticui's r'ronen's fiefd hockey team.
-i: this time, f am preparing a thesis concernirrg msnial
i:--agery, nental practice, and athleiic performance in femalefield hockey pl-ayers. It is my understanding ihat you and
icu:' team have expressed an interesr in participating in the
r';d:cen's indoor field hockey tournament to be held April 22,\?79 ei the University of Cor:neciic:i. During a convenienti:rie at the tournament, I viould like to distribute a quesiion-
naire to your athletes. The questionnaire contains 78questions dealing vrith mental- imagery, mental practice, and
a:hletic performance. The amount of tine to ccmp1ete the
cuestionnaire vri1l be about 20 minuies.
ff you are willing to participate, please sign the
i::formed consent form enclosed vrith tnis letter. A1so, youihe coach are asked to rate each of I'our field hockey athletes
according to an enclosed rating scale. The scale ranges from
.:- - to C-, r,;i:h Cescriptiors for each category, Therei:re, if
J':-i al 3 i.:-1=ng to !arii,r1!ra:e, (a, s:g:: :l:: i:--for:-ed :o:-se]'-rj:r:, (b) u.sing a roster of the r.a:.:s cf you: :ieid hc3ke;'
a:h:e-cas, assign the leiter iral -3e:: i:scribes ine a'::: l eie
ri:xi to the athl-ete's nanne, (c) re-= -r:'n ihe roster, 
-::re ccnsent
:cr:n, the raiing scale, and any cor::ents you rnighi have
ccncerning t3e study in ihe er-closeC' addi'essed' stamp3d
ff ,o, decide not to participa'ie, please return the
ccnsent for and rating scal-e an)May viith any ccrm,ents you
riSnt have concerning the studY.
Your cooperation and help vri 1J- be iruly appreciated-and
r';:- l-i aid in tire understanding of fenale ath:Leies ano aihieticpei'formance. F.esults of the study ai!-I be seni as soon as
-t:.ey are ccnputeci and inierpreted. I 'r'i1l- 'ce lcoking for"'iarC
t: ,.'ou.r re-pl-y. I hope to hear fro;. i'ou soc:i.
Sincerely,
ioanne'v"hi-ie
Graduate A ssl stant
ithaca C oilege
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Appen<iix E
INFORMED CONSENT FOi:i (COACHES)
I, the undersigned, agree to participate in the study
concerning nental imagery, mental p:actice, and athleticperformance. I understand the stucy consists of (a) a
78-ii;em questionnaire concerning mextal imager.y, mentalprac'cice, and athl-eiic perfornance :,;i'-ich v;i11 be completedby female field hockey athletes, ar:.d (b) a rating scale tobe used by myself, the field hockey coach, to rate the
ability of the field hockey athleies i,;h o are members of my
team. I also understand that the researcher will protect the
confidentiality and rights of the participants of the studyby (a) assigning numbers to each questionnaire completed by
a field hockey athlete, and (b) assigning numbers to the
results of the coaches' ratings when all the data are
collected, thus eliminating the use of names in the study.
The participants understand that ihey have the right
to withdraw from the study ax any tine and that this is not
a 1ega1 co:nmitment, rather it is an ag:'eement betrveen theparticipant and the researcher to take part in the study.
The researciler has agreed to send the results of the
study to the coach as soon as the :":suits are cor,rputed andin:lerpre'ied. The eoach r':i Ii- then ::-i':r::: the athleies of
r-'- ^ 
-^ ^,. 
'l 
- -
Signed
Date
e,5
Appendix C
PROFICIENCY RATT^'G SCAI,E
Ins_tructi ons . The follor,;ing rating scal-e provides
categories of behavioral descriptior,s alainst which you areio rate your athletes. For example, an athl_ete poss6ssingihe characteristics described in the A+ category- receives-a
:'ating of A+ psyi to her nane on the ioster i an athlete
lcssessing the A characteristics receives an A next to her
nane, and so on. If an athleie seems to fal1 between two
categories, assign the lov,'er category, Goalies have their
o,,.,'n scale.
Pleas? read over the scale in its entiretv to farniliarize
;'ou.rseIf viiih the range of aihletic capabilitGs, Then, go tothe range of athl-etes you coach on your team, pick the threebest players and the three poorest players and rate them first.
Pr ease don't assign your best athlete an A+ rating unless
she accuratellr meets the behavioral description. F:ather, take
each individual by their.selves and rate them accordingly.
?hank you for your cooperation.
.-+ The A+ athlete possesses ability and excellence in
st^-ooting, speed, moves 'r.,'e ii- cff the is1] , is a play-maker or
;,1a;' initrator; she reccg:-izes, arrtici!,ates, a::o runs into
-i.: open space 'r:iih sp:3c, r'eae:ves lasses 'r;:;l consister:t
:.,-'ress, pia;-s offense r.nc oej=:--se eif;ci*ve-y, Fossessss
:i:cel-leni s'ci ck'vrork- -inc iude s ciribbiing, dodging opponerrts,
::it-ting accurately, flicking, scooping, push strokes, lndiandribbling, stopping the bal-l , faking v;i'rh and viithout the ball ,
accurate and quick passes; it lrould seem difficult to be
bet-cer than this athlete, she is recognized by ieammates aspcssessing arrd exhibiting superio:' abil-ities and performancesijr'ossesses extra d:'ive to carr)' on vrhen others slow doivn andis usually in the right place at the right tine; aggressive
a::d notivatedi U.S. player, All-League, or soxce other
e o_uivale nt de signati on,
rr The A athlete is a step below tne A+ athJ-ete, possessing
similar qualities but is less skillful in 1or'2 of those
ou:alities. Fo:' exanple, tre g athleie may have excel-lentjiickvrork and speed, but lacks accuracy in passing even though
she moves well into the open space; she lacks positioning
sense at tines and isn't aIv;ays avrare of v;here io be,
aggressive and motivated, but needs direction in positioning;
nay be recognized by the league or school for athletic
performance,
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-t- The A- atltiete is a step belor,; the A athleie, possessing
sinilar qualities, but is less skillfui in 1or 2 oi thosequalities, For exanple, she may shoot and pass weff, and beable to anticipate pe^sses and ihe ope:r spaci, but not asccnsistently as the A athlete; she initiites plays
occasional]-y but needs guidance and Cirection- in- positionir.rg,
a r though she is able to play boih o:fense and defEnse;
aggressive bui rreeds some motivation; may receive recognitionfrom the J-eague or school for her aihletlc ability.
9+ The B+ athlete is cne step beIov,. tre A- athleie in her
-skil-ls; she passes 'r,ell-, has good bui not excelfeni stickwork(e.g., she can dribble, but miy lose the ball; her flicks,
scoops, and hits arenrt air,'ays accurate; she Indian <lribbl-es
occasionally, but her push strokes may be executed vrith too
much force); she recognizes and anticipates the open space,but is not alv;ays quick enough to react anC be there, catchingher out of position because of l-ack of speed and quickness;possesses some skil1s and moves that a11ow her to -initiateplays occasionally, making her an asset to the team; aggressive,but needs sone motivation; may receive school recognition.
ts The B athlete is one step belor,,' the B+ athl-ete, and l-ike
the B+ athlete she lacks son:e speed and quickness; she isless skill-fu] in l or 2 of the B+ cualiiies; for example, sheis ar'kr,rard when executing the Indian dribble and she may need
time to set up her flicks; she does nct aIv;ays recognize and
anticipaie the open siace or a pass a'.j:css ihe open space i
si:e needs gu:-ce lines ln pcsi;ior-ini; she h2s ievelcpei l or 2
strong skilfs that aflov,' her tc cor.:z'ib';.te effeciiveiS, to the
ieam; she is less agg,ress:ve :han ihe !+ athlete and she needs
some notivation; she may receive sor0e school recognition.
E- The B- athlete is less skiliful in I or 2 of thequalities possessed by the B athlete; she may be abl-e to run,pass, docigel scoopr and flick effectively, but not consistenilyi
she does not usuafl-y initiate plays and may be considered
or 2 sirong
acle to playabout average +n her skil1s; she may_ 
pcssess ]
moves that are an assei to her posiiion; she is
one position with success i less aggressive than the 3 athlete
and need motivati-on 
-
C+ The q- atniete possesses the 'casic skil-Is necessary topiay field hockey; she unierstands the concepts of the gameind is abfe to dribble, pass, shoot, and perhaps flick and
scoop occasionally, but is unable io lr:dian dribble or fake
vrith the ball; she is a'rrkv;ar"ci at dodging ooponents i she plays
only one position v"ith success; she undersrands marking aplayer 1-on-1, but isn't aIv,'ays fast enough to keep up with.
in -op,ponent i reacts sIou1y io an olen space and may be caught
out oi position as a result; nornaliy r,ct very aggressive,
but can be notivated.
Tre C athl-ete possesses ihe sane basic cualiiies as theC= athl-ete, but is less skill-fuI in 1or 2 of those qualities ifor example, timing and accu.racy in pEEETIg mav be oif. or shea,"sin y , n
nay be able to pass ar-i shoot, but her oribbling niay be
a',';k',iard; she does not often see the open space and is stricttyposition oriented; she neeCs guidel!.nes and direction io playher position; she needs motivation to be aggressive.
S- The C- athlete is able to run, pass, and possess basic
sl,;ilIs, however, she becomes confusad duri-ng p1a5rs 
"rrd tuu::able to think one pass aheai; she needs direction andg.lidelines in specific situa-lions irr terns of position; shedoesn't anticipate spaces or passes welii she needs motivationto be aggre ssive.
Rating scale for goalies:
A+ Possesses excellent stickwork in the goal i is unusual-Iy
ouick, anticipates shois and !l ayer movements; accurate andprecise clearing techniques r cuts off the angle of shots with
corsisient accuracy; is recognized by teammates and outside
organizations as being a superior goalie i low goalrlgamepercentage; U.S. player, A1l-League, or recognized by some
equivalent designation for her superior athletic abilities.
A One step below the {+ goalie; she possesses the samebasic skills and ou.al-ities, but may be lack-ing in 1or 2 of
;::ose cuali-ci-es; sn: is quicl: a::ii a::rj-citates srois ar:d
:cvei::erit, bur doss :--o; al','ra;:s c'j-E c:f -che ang-e oi ire shoi
ac3u.r'a-Eefy i she nakes :cre ir'-scrrec; decisic]:s than the A+gcaiie and nay c'fear less acc;r'atelf i she is stiIl recognizec
as being a superior aihlete in the goal and may receive some
outside recognition for aihletic ability.
A- The A- goalie is less accurate than the A goalie and
nakes more tactical errors or incorrect decisions than the Agoalie, hov.'ever, she is ouick, anticipates some moves andIncts, and is abfe to sicip and clear accurately, bui v;ith less
ccnsistency ihan the A gcalie; her speeo and quickness
coniribute to her success; she may receive recognition for
her athletic abifity.
ts+ ?he 3+ goa[e possesses ;he basic siilll s necessary topiay goal, an<i sne does this consistentry, ho'i,'ever sh-' is
outltinding in only l- or 2 of those basic ski115' making
her better ihan average but nct superior :r the goal; sheis nct quite as quick as the ::- goalie.
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I Tre I gcalie is les*e consister-i in her basic goattencint
skiIls than ihe B+ goalie, although she may possesa I or 2
outstanding skil-1s that make her above ave:'age but not
-QL:perior in ihre goal; she is above average but not superiorir quickness.
3- The B- goalie makes n:,ore incorect decisions than the Bgoal-ie and is less consistent, but she nay possess one skilTihat makes her better than average, ev€rl though she isn't as
ouick as the E goalie.
C= She possesses the basic skilLs necessary to piay goalie,
hoitever she is sometimes inaccurate and inconsistent in herdecisions and clearing techniques; she is not outstanCing in
any one skil1 and lacks the quiekness of the B- goalie.
C The C goalie is less ski1lfu1 in her goaltending
techniques than the C+ goalie i she sometimes makes incorrectdecisions, but tries to follovr the principles and ccncepts ofgoaltendingi she possesses average cuickness, but sometimes
becomes confused during play, causixg her to be out of position
and sloviing dovin her reactions.
E- The C- goalie has average goaliending ski1ls but is not
cutstanding in any one skill-i she sometimes makes inaccurate
and inconsistent decisions and is sometimes confused curing
Flay, reactirrg to the play rather 'uhan considering goaltending
::rcepis and reacting ,--o trne eniire situaiio:'-; she Coes r,oi
cove:: :i:e a::3ies l';e11, and be cause ci l-ac; n' ^ 'i ^i:-ric .; -
:.aJ' 3e ol:: of posi:i-on cften.
Thank you for your
have concerning the
orovided be lorv.
cooperation.
rating scale Please writeor the sturiy any comments 
you
in the space
Appendix D
INFORIVIED CONSENT FORI{ (ATJ{IETES)
I,.the undersigned, agree to participate in ihe study
concerning mental imagery, mental pract:_ce, and athleticperformance. I understand that to participate f ..;;i ll completea /B-item questionnd.ire concerning mental -imagery, r.entalpractice, and athletic performance in female iield hockeyplayers.
f also understand that the researcher vjill- protect my
confideniiality and rights as a participant by a!signing -
numbers to each questionnaire completed by a field hockeyp1ayer. v;hen data are collected, ihus eliminating the use of
names in the study.I understand that my athletic ability has been rated by
my coach according to a rating scale developed by the
researcher, and that once names are matched wiih the coaches'
ratings, names will- be elimj-nated from the study.
it
I,U
I understand I have the right to r,;ithdraw from the study
any time and that this is not a legai coxunitment, ratheris an agreement betvreen the participant and the researcher
take part in the study.
The researcher has agreed to send the results of the
study to the coach who vril-l- inform me of the results as soon
as the data are coinplliei and inierpreteC,
Signed
Date
?0
Appenciix E
l{E}iTAL II,{AGERY AI{D SITUATTO,;S IN FIETD l{OCKEy
Pl-ease io not nark this bookl_et in anv wav, The answers
to the staterients in this inventory are to be recorded on the
sEecj-al- ans',ier cards pro./ided.
Print your name, vour school, and vour position in the
blanks provided on the anslr,er cards. Be sure to nu:nber the
anslrer cards 1' 2' 3, l!. Use the special pencils provided.
PLSASE REP-D VERY CAREFJLLY.
This inventory is a means of studying mental imagery in
relation io field liockey situations. The folIov;ing pages
ccnsisi of four sections of questior:s with v;hich each of you.,
as field hockey players, ',,ri 11 be able to identify, For each
c: inese qusstions, cervai:r ti,pes ci per:-ori3r ::.a5:ry are
ilsted. Iriicaie fro; ihe rating scal-e rhe ansi,ier that besi
cie scribe s vou by writing it on the ansv,'er carci. The rating
scale depicts the degree to i.;hich vcu would nentai ly picture
sonething in the situations inoicateci.
Here i s an exampl-e :
CAN YOU SEE A FIEID }iOCJ€Y PII.'JER K}IOCiGD TO THE GROUND?
ABCDE
r-r-J 
-.,.qbe
If you "see" in your mind this situation vividly, in
cclor, then ciarken E. If you "see" ii somewhat vividly, then
darken B, C , or D , depending on ho\r vir,'id your menial picture
,1
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:.s. If you have no i:,age at al-l, ihen <iari-en A.
THERE ARE NO RIGHTS Oi, !.JROI'IGS, AI{SI{ERS ARE NO REFLECTION
Oi; YOUR C}IARAC]ER A\D'#I].L tsE IGPT IN THE STRTCTEST CONFIDEI,]CE.
iT iS HOPED, isITH YOUR HELP, THIS STUDY irAY HELP T0 SOLVE SOI'E
0I' THE UIiAi,lSil:ERED QI,ESTIO1iS IIi SPoRT.
F...RT A
GENERAL fi;:,GERY QIIESTIONI{AIRts
+.Q!.i:u.91-i-9-nE. These quesiions are designed io iest the degree
of clarity of the mental images that you have. There are
no "right or "wrong" ans\\'ers. Please do not write on ihe
questionnaire.
Ans',,;ering Procedure. Do not dle11 on the questions. Respond
vrith the first answer thai comes to mind. Use the following
rating proce<iure and record your answers on the ansl"'er card'
-,--^1.:.-- r',. ^ ^^-/r rjt.-.-=-a:rri.a3 u:1,= \.al. L^ 7r.
I- = iio :-n age at arl , J-ou on15r " i:i:ov."' tha; Jtou are
thin-king of the object or situation in question.
B = vague and dim.
C = I{ot clear or vivid but recogni-zable.
D = Clear arrd nearly comparable in vividness to the
actual exPerience.
E = Perfectly clear and as vivid as the actual experience.
S r i',,;.aii ong anc Gues-ricrs:
Think of some relative or friend v;hom you frequently see,
considering carefutly the picture that rises before your
nind's eye. Classify the inages suggested by each of the
fcllowing quesiions as inCicated by the degree of clearness
?3
ar-.d. viviotess specified in the ans'r,':ring proceau:'e.
Item
1. The exact contour of face, head, shoulders, and body
2. Characteristic poses of head, attitudes of body, etc.
3, The precise carriage, length of step, etc., in rralking
4. The differcint colors worn i-n some farnifiar costune
Thin-k of seeing the following, considering carefully the
picture vrhich comes before your rnir,d's eyet and classify the
inage suggested by the fo11ov;ing question as indicated by the
degree of clearness and vividness specified in the ansvrering
procedure.
ftem
5. The sun as it is sinking below the horizon
ThirLk of each of the following sounds, considering
::^:efu.lIy ihe inage vihich co::.es to ;-c-rr ni::d's 3i!, E::c
c 
- assify --he i;iiage s suggestec by ea:n of ihe iollolrii:g
questions as indicated by the degree of clearness and
vi.rii.ness specified in the answering procedure.
It em
5. The v;histfe of a locomotive
7. The honk of an automobile
8. The niewing of a cai
?. Ihe so;:--d cf esca-:i::g stea:
10, The clapping of hands in applause
Think of "feeling" or touching each of the foIlo'i;ing,
considering carefully the irnage urhich comes to 5r6,i:' ::nind's
iouch and classify the images suggested by eac:: of ihe
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f c llo'';ing quesiions as ini:.cated by tne degrees of clearness
and vividness specified in the ansv,'ering procedure.
It em
11. Sand
12. Linen
L3' Fur
14. The prick of a pin
15, The vrarmth of a bath or shor^ier
Think of performing each of ihe follorring acts,
considering carefully the image vrhich comes to your mind,s
arms, legs, Iips, otc., and c.l-assify the images suggested as
indicated by the degree of clearness and vividness specified
in the answering procedure.
T+ ^-
15. Pun::ing r.p stai:'s
17. Jurrpl-ng over a curb
18, Drawing a circl-e on paper
\9, Reaching up to a high shelf
20. Kicking something oui of your viay
Think of tasting each of the follor';ing considering 
.
carefully the image which comes to your min<i's mouth, and
classify the images suggested by each of the following
.-;.esiiol-rs as incicaied ,:y ihe deg:'e:s of cl3a:'r3ss ard
vividness specified in the ansv''ering proceriure.
It em
21. SaIt
22. Granulated (white ) sugar
23. orange s
24. Je11y
25. Your favorite soup
Thin-k of smelling each of the follorvj-ng, considering
carefully the image which comes to your mirrd's nose and
classify the irrrages suggested by each of the foliowing
questions as indicated by the degrees of clearness and
vividness specified in the answering procedure.
It em
25. An iI1-ventil-ated room
27. Cooking cabbage
28, Roast bee f
29. Fresh paint
30. Nev; leather
Thrnl: of erch of the f ol-lcl'.i::g s::.sations, consi.de:'ir:g
carefully tne r-mage i';nich cornes befo:'e 1.,our ir,ino, and c1'ssify
ihe images suggested by eaeh of the fo11ov:ing questions as
indicated by the degrees of clearness anri vividness specified
in the ansvrering procedure.
It em
3l-, Fatigue
32. Hunger
)). A sore throai
34. Drowsine ss
35, The fufl feeling after eating a big dinner
END 0F PART A; GC t0 NETT AIIS\{ER CARD
IGRKII{G I! #2
/o
i_-:i=_<
FIELD HOCI(EY II,T.GERY QL'IESTTONNATRE
Instructions. These questions are ciesigned to test the degree
of ctarity of the mental ircages that liou have about the field
hockey envirorunent. There are no ,'right,, or "rvrong,, answers.
Ansr.:erinF Procedure, Do not dvrell cn the questions. Respond
';;ith the first answer that cc:res to nind. Use the following
rating procedure and record your ansl,/ers on the ansvrer card
you have narked #2:
A = Iio image at all , you only "knovr" that you are
thinking of the object or situation in question.
B = vague and dim.
C = Not clear or vivid but recognizable.
D = Clear and nearly conparable in vividness to the
act r.al e::pe:.i:::c: ,
E = :-eriectiy ciear and as viv:C as tire ac;ual-
av nani arna
Think of ihe follov;ing situations, considering carefully
the picture r:nich cones before your nind's eye and classify
the image suggested by the following questions as indicated
by ihe degree of clearness and viviciness specifieC in the
a:'-si';ering procedure. Choose an ansr':er card and mark it card
Item
1, Can you "see" a fielc hockey player on the field in
j'uIl uni f orm?
2, Can you "see" ihe Playsp in color?
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3, Can you a tearnnate cafl out to you?
4. Can you "feel" a field hockey player brush past you?
5. Can you "see" a field hockey player knocked to the
ground?
6, Can you "see" a field hockey player upside down?
7. Can you a field hockey player breathing hard
as she is running past you?
8. Can you "see" a fiefd hockey player dribbling past
a defender?
9. Can you "fee1" yourself receiving the ball?
10. Can you the thud of the ball on the goalie
pads?
11. Can you "feel" yourself moving past another player?
l.2. Can you "see" two field hockey teammates passing the
ball up the field?
13. . Can you "hear" the sound of the stick hitti-ng the
.ba11?
14. Can you "feeI" yourself holding your stiek?
l-5. Can you "hear" your coach calling instructions to you?
16, Can you yourself hitting the ball?
END OF PARI B; GO TO NEXT ANSVJER CARD
MARKING IT #?
PART C
FIEI,D HOCKEY STMTEGY IMAGERY QUESTIONNAIRE
Instructions. fhese questions are designed to test the degree
of clarity of your strategy imagery that you have while
playing field hockey. There are no "right" or "wrong" answers '
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!.r,sv;ering Procedure, Do not dwell on the questions. Respond
rvith the first answer that comes to mind. Use the following
rating procedure anci record your ans\\'ers on the ansvrer card.
Choose an answer card and mark it #3.
A = No image at aII, you only "know" that you are thinking
of the object or situation
B = Vague and dim.
C = Not clear or vivid but recognizable.
D = Clear and nearly comparable i-n vivi-dness to the
actual experience.
E = Perfectly clear and as vivid as the
Questions and Situations :
actual experience.
1. I am faced with a one-on-one situation with the goalie
after dodging the last defense pfayer successfully.. I "see"
nyself pulling the ball to the left and flicking it i-ntc the
right hand corner of the goal. If you play goalier $ou "see"
.yourself in this situation and clear the ball on the shot'
2. I can observe a situation and picture what I will do
ahead of time.
3. An opponent is running toward me with the ba11. I
remember that she usually dodges to the right' In my mind'
I "see" that player dodging to the right; I anticipate the
move ahd take the ball awaY.
4. I can "see" in my mind certain moves of opponents
before they haPPen.
5. I "see" a situation on the field and picture in my
mind a move practiced previously or suggested by the coach
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and begin tc pui it into cperation.
6. During a game, I have the ba1i. In my mind,
one of my teammates sprint ahead for a pass and another
teanmate stay back for a pass.
7. I can "see" player movement before it happens and I
can antici.pate what a teammate will do.
8. I have received a pass just outside the circle. I
"see" in my mind a teammate sprint into the circle, at the
same time receiving a pass I have just given her, and she
gets a shot on goal. If you play goalier you "see', the above
. situation in your mind, and block the shot.
9, I "see" myself playing defense with two opponents
running toward me, t{ith one dribbling the bal1. I "see"
myself anticipate and intercept a pass between them.
10. IUy teammate is running with the baII. In my raind,
I "see" another teammate sprint up next to her for a pass.
11. 0n a short corrrerr I "see" myself anticipating and
intercepting a pass across the front of the goal.
12, During a penalty corner, I usee" myself rush out
to play the baLl.
END OF PART C; GO TO NEXT ANSWER CARD
MARKING IT #4
PART D
SPORT IMAGERY AWARENESS QIIESTIONNAIRE
fnstructions. These questj.ons are designed to test your
awareness of your uses of imagery during your sport
involvement. There are no "right" or "wrong" answers.
BO
p.nsv;ering procedu.re. Do noi dwe1l on the statement. choose
ihe ansvrer that best reflects your feeling about each state-
rnent. Use the follovring rating procedure and record your
ans\{ers on the last ansvrer card, marking it rll.
A = Never.
B = Rarely.
C = Sometimes,
D = Frequently.
E = Always.
Questions:
1. When I am actually performing, my mind seems "b1ank,'
and my actions seem automatic.
2. I often "rehearse" my performance in my head, just
before I perform.
3, I'lhen I mentalJ-y practice my performance, I sometimes
make mistakes in ny imaginary rehearsal-.
4, When I am not practicing or competing, I still think
a 1ot about ny sport.
5. When f try to mentally practice my performance, I
have trouble getting a cfear "mental picture."
6. When I rnentally practice my performance, I "see"
myself performing just like f was v;atching a videotape.
7, When I am preparing to perform, I try to imagine
what it will "feel" like in my muscles.
8. llhen I am competing in a major event, I often think
about mistakes I made earlier in the competition,
B1
9, I use visual inagery (mental pictures) riEht before
I compete in a big compe'cition
10. I use visual imagery (mental pietures) in practice or
training.
1l-. When I am trying to picture something mentally,
(e.9., dodging an opponent) I have difficulty in getting the
image to do what I want it to. Thai is, it is difficult for
me to control my mental pictures.
12. My mental images are vivid and clear.
13. When I practice something mental-ly, I "see" myself
as an external observer would (".9., from a distance, with my
entire body visible, l-ike a movie character, outside my body,
as a coach or trainer would).
l-4. When I practice mentalIy, I "see" things as I would
normally (e.g., through ny eye sockets with such body parts
as face and neck unseen). I am "inside" my body and experience
.s ensati ons .
15. I use visual imagery durins major competition.
END OF PART D
Thank you very much for your cooperation. It was nice to meet
you and I wish You $,e11.
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